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NOTE TO THE READER.

··•·
As these Notes are designed especially for the
benefit of the Million, they have been left o.s free
as possible of all technical phrases. Brevity and
clearness h ave been the chief points aimed at, after
the prime purpose of giving a correct interpretation
of su1,;h parts of the Constitution, as have a direct
bearing upon the issues now before our country. The
necessary brevity of the work does not permit the
introduction of a. larger number of references. Nor
would the introduction of a great many references
comport with the object of tho author, which is to
give an explanation that commends itself to the
reason and intelligence of the reader, by a direct
analysis of the text of the Constitution itself. It is
tlesigned to help the reader to draw correct conclusions
for himself-to form opinions of his own, so that he
may be able to successfully combat the errors and
delusions which are everywhere so prevalent in
relation to the nature and powers of the Federal
Government.

IL

It will be seon that all of the text of the Cons.t itutio:,
is in the largest type.
Tho author h as mostly quoted Chief Justice Story,
because of his great reputation as a jul"ist, and bocauso he was a Federalist, and novor conce<locl a
point in favor of the democratic interpretation of the
Constitution, whon he was not forced to do so by the
incontrovertible meaning of tho text.
The Reports of Dallas and Cranch, occasionally
referred to, are Reports of the decisions of the Supremo Court of the United States.

NOTES
ON TIIB

OONSTITUTION.
PREAMBLE.'

WE the People 0£ the United States, in order
to form a more perfect union, establish justice:
insure domestic tranquility, provide for the.
common defence, promote the general welfare,
and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves
nncl our posterity, do ordain and establish
this CONSTITUTION for the United States of
America.
NOTE.
This Preamble fully sets forth the reasons which
led our fathers to esta.blish the Union, a.nd a.ffords a.
perfect key to the true interpretation of the Constitution.
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The term " We the Poopl,e qf the United States," at
once defines the nature of the Federal government-it is a government of States, and not of the Pe,ople, as a
consolidated body. This preamble recognizes State
individual,ity, in opposition to the ide,t of the consolidation of the States into one vast National body. It
was no part of the design of our fathers to form such
a consolidated government. The g<,vernment established by this Constitution is not of consolidated
States, but of " United States." United and consolidated, are words of very different import. Had the design been to form a government of one consolidated
people, the Preamble would have read We the Poopl,e
qf ..dmerica. But there is no such body politic known
as, The People qf ..dmerica. The name of our government is the "United Stn.tes "- that is, as the French
has it-" Les Etas · Unis "-the Stales United. The
term, "We the People," in this preamble, is of precisely the same import as the phrase "the pe,ople of the
several States" in the second section of the first Article of this Constitution. In the Cons~itutional Convention of Virginia, Patrick Henry, referring to the·
phraseology of this Preamble, .ixclaimed-" What
:right had the framers of the Constitution to say "We
the people," instead of " We the States ?" Mr.
Madison replied-" Who are the parties to the government? Tho people ; but not the people as composing one great body ; but the people as composing
"thirteen sovereignties.-" . This Preamble sets.forth the
object of the Constitution to be " to form a more perfect Union." The idea of iinion and not consolidation
is still affirmed. We hear a great deal, at the present
time, about the "National Government," the "Na-
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tiona.l forces," &c. ; but no such language is found in

the Constitution. On the contrary, the word " Na-

tional " was designedly banished from that instrul:nent, as implying a principle inimical to the purposes
of tho convention. In the first draft of o. Constitution
introduced to the Convention by Governor Randolph,
the opening resolution declared, " That it is the opinion of this commiltee, that a. natwnal government
ought to be formed." When this came up for discussion, Judge Ellsworth, of the Stato of Connecticut, said, " I propose, and therefore move, to expunge
the word national from the first resolve, and place in
the room of it, " government of lhe Unite,d, States."
This passed unanimously, which voted this now popular word, " natwnal," out of tho Constitution, aa
something contraband of the nature of the government which they were endeavoring to establish. In
the debate on this matter, Mr. Lansing of the State
of New York, said, "I am already of the opinion, that
I am not authorized to accede to o. system which will
annihilate the State governments. When many of
the states are so tenacious of their rights on this
point, can we expect that thirteen States will surrender their governments up to a national plan." Those
who advocated the " national plan," were in such a
small minority in the convention, that they at once
abandoned the idea, and gracefully yielded to the
plan of a. govern.neut of co-equal, sovereign and independent States.
This preamble further sets forth the object of the
constitution to be, to " ensure domestic tranquility,
a.nd to secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and
our posterity." This then was the object of the
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formation of the Union. As long as it secures to tho
States these great and inestimable blessings of "domestic tranquility" and "liberty," every party to tho
compa-ct is bound faithfully to support it. But whenever it becomes destructive of the objects for which it
was formed, it is clearly the right of the States whoso
"domestic tranquility" and " liberty " may be endangered to assert their original sovereign powers
for their own protection and happiness. The position
laid down by Daniel Webster that "a compact broken
on one part is broken on all " is one that no sane man
disputes. This ground is fully affirmed in the following clause of the Resolutions of " '98 :" "The Stales,
then, being tho parties to the Constitutional compact,
and in their sovereign capacity, it follows of necessity
that there can be no tribunal above their authority,
to decide, in tho last resort, such questions as may bo
of sufficient magnitude to require their interposition."
It h as sometimes been denied that the States adopted
the Constitution in the capacity of sovereign bodies,
because it was done in conventions of the peopk.
E ven Chief J ustice Story seems to have labored under
delusion growing out of this fact. It is true tho
constitution was r atified by the peop1,e; but not by the
p eople of the whole United States as one bO<ly, but by
the people of the "several States," assembled each in
its distinct and separate statehood, to r atify or reject
the constitution as it pleased in its own sovereign
powers. Had the people designed to adopt a constitntion, in their collective capacity as one great nation,
ihere could have been no calling of separate state
conventions, but delegates would have been chosen
from nil the states to one general convention, for the
purpose of deliberating upon the question of adop tion
or rejection.

THE CO~STITUTION,
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ARTICLE

1.

8 EOTI ON

All legislative Powers herein granted shall be
vested in a Congress of the United States, which
sball consist of a Senate and H ouse of R epresentatives.
NOT E.

"Powers herein GRANTED." All the legislative powers
of tho F ederal Government are decla.red to be of the
nature of a " grant." The gra.ntors are the States,
and the grantee, or federal government, is therefore
the dependent agent of those sovereign bodies. The
federal government possesses only such powers as
were " granle,d" by its framers and masters, the
States. H is not a party to the compact, but is the
general agent for administering certain offices r esnlting from the compact.
S ECTION

2.

1. The House of Representatives shall be composed of 1\Iembers chosen every second Year by

the People of the several ~tates, and the Elect ors in each ftate shall have the Qualifications
r equisite for 1 lectors of the most numerous
Branch of the State Legislature.

10
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NOTE.

Thus the power of Congress represents not a consolidated people, but the people of the "several Staf,es."
It represents the sovereignty an independence of the
States. If the States should refuse to elect members
of Congress the federal government has no remedy
against such action on the part of the States. Though
its own existence would be put in jeopardy, it has no
remedy. It is a matter in which the sovereignty of
the States is perfect. Congress has no power to order an election-in a non~complying State. ThQs in
the first article of the constitution did " the several
States" reserve to themselves the power to annihilate
Congress, if a majority of them so please. It was
never the intention of the States to make the Congress their masters. All the powers they grante<l.
were for their own benefits ; and they retained the
power to even annihilate Congre::;s if it should ever
so suit their sovereign pleasure.

2. No person shall be a Representative who
shall not have attaine~ to the .A.ge of twenty-five
Years, an~ been .seven Years a Citizen of the
United States, and who shall not, when elected,
be an Inhabitant of that State in which he shall
be chosen.
3. Representat~ves and ·direct Taxes shall be
apportioned among the several States which may
Pe included within this Union, ·according ' to

'rHJi CONSTITUTION.
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their -respective Numbers, which shall be determined by adding to the whole Number of free
Persons, including those bound to Service for a
Term of 'Years, aocl excluding Indians not taxed,
three fifths of all other P ersons. The actual
Enumeration shall be made within three Years
after tp.e first Meeting of the Congress of the
United- States, .and within every subsequent
'rerm of ten Years, in such manner as they shall
by La:w direct. The Number of Representatives
shall not exceed one for every thirty Thousand,
but each State shall have at least one R epresentative ; and until such enumeration shall be
made, the State of New Hamrshire sh all be entitled to choose three, Mn.ssn.chusetts eight,
Rhode Island and Providence Plantations one,
Connecticut five, New York six, New J ersey
four, Pennsylvania eight, Delaware one, Maryland six, Virginia ten, North Carolina five, South
Carolina five, and Georgia three.
4. When Vacancies happen in the Represen:tatiQ..n_from any State, the Executive .Authority
thereof shall issue Writs of Election to fill such
1Vacancies.
.'.5,.-'.rhe House of R epresentatives shall ch oose
iu.ei:t:_ Speaker and other Officers ; and shall '!iave
.t he_sole P ower of Impeachment. '
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NOTE.

While the sole power of impeachment is given to
the H ouse of Representatives, the power to try all
impeachments is in the Senate. The powers of the
H ouse in this particular a.r e similar to those of a
grand j ury, whose business it is to find the bill of indictment, while the Senate is the high court to try
the case. Those who are liable to impeachment are
tho President, Vice President and all civil officers of
tho United States. [Sec Article II. Section 4.] Thus
the " sever al states " have reserved to themselves,
through the representatives of their sovereignty, the
right to remove the President and all the officers of
the federal government from office, if they prove unfaithful to the duties entrusted to them. This right
of impeachment of all the officers of the feder al government is the very highest assertion of State Boverei,gnty.
SECTION

3.

1. The Senate of th~ United States shall be
composed of two Senators from each State,
chosen by the Legislature thereof, for six: Years ;
and each Senator shall have one vote.
NOTE.

The Senate, the highest branch of the federal legislature, is the creature of tho "several States," and
represents their sovereignty-their absolute sovereignty; for there is no power in the federal govern-
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ment to compel the State legislatures to elect U. S.
Senators. Suppose a majority of the States shou:d
refuse to elect Senators, what would become of the
federal government? It would come to a sudden
end. The legislative branch would be swept ou·~ ci
existence, leaving the executive and the federal
brcnchcs wiihcd legal powers to proceed.. 'Ihe administration of the federal government must in such
an event cease. The existence of the Federal Government would vanish from the face of the earth,
leaving the "se,cral states" precisely 2.s tr.ey were
before the adopticn cf the federal constitution.
The numb:r of f::'.enators-two from each State-is
a further proof of the determination of the States not
to hazard their sovereignty. By this Constitution
the State of Rhode Island, which has a population
less than that of a single county of the State of New
York has tbe eame power in the Federal Senate that
the largest State in the Union possesses. 'Ihe sovereignty of a small State is as absolute as that of a
large one-and not one of the small States would
have adopted the constitution, had it denied them
perfect equality, in the chief branch of the federal
legislature. The federal Senate represents the State
as sovereignties, and not the people at large, that is
the reason why a small State has the same number of
Sena.tors that the largest have.

2. Immediately after they shall be assembled
in consequence of the first Election, they shall
be divided as equally as may be into three
Classes. The Seats of the Senators of the first

14
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Class shall be vacated at the Expiration of the
second Year, of the second Class at the Exp~ation of the fourth Year, and of the third Class at
the Expiration of the sixth Year, so that onethird may be chosen every second Year ; and if
Vacancies happen by Resignation, or otherwise,
during the Recess of the Legislature of any
State, the Executive thereof may make temporary Appointment until the next Meeting of
the Legislature, which shall then fill such Vacancies.
3. No Person shall be a Senator who shall not
have attained to the Age of thirty Years, and
been nine Years a Citizen of the United States,
and who shall not, when elected, be an Inhabitant of that State for which he shall be chosen.
4. The Vice President of the United States
shall be President of the Senate, but shall have
no Vote, unless they be equally divided.
5. The Senate shall choose their other Officers, and also a President pro tempore, in the
absence of the Vice President, or when he shall
exercise the Office of President of the United
States.
6. The Senate shall have the sole Power to
try all Impeachments. When sitting for that

THE CONSTITUTION.
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Purpose, they shall be on Oath or Affirmation.
When the President of the United States is tried,
the Chief Justice shall preside : And no Person
shall be convicted without the Concurrence of
two thirds of the Members present.
'l. _Judgroent in Cases of Impeachment shall
not extend further than to removal from Office,
and Disqualifications to h old and enjoy any Office
of Hono;, "Trust or Profit under the United
States:_but'the Party convicted shall neverthefess be lin.ble. and subject to Indictment, Trial,
Judgment and Punishment, according to Law
NOTE.
Althougli 'the vote of impeachment by the Senate
can go no furi,her than to remove the impeached from
office, he is liable to be tried by the civil courts, or
may be fined, imprisoned or hanged, according to the
nature of his offence. The President is just as liable
to arres(if he breaks the lMvs, as the poorest vagrant
in the land. Any man breaking the laws, acting by
his authority, as a general, United States marshal, or
provost marshal, is just as liable to arrest and punishment as tl1ough he committed the lawless deeds of his
motion. By executing the sentence of a court~artial, if it proves to be a violation of the laws of
the land, the officer makes himself liable. The sen~ence of tho court is no protection to the officer. See
pra.nch's Reports of the_Supreme Court, Vol. 1-333.

•own
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SECTION-

4.

1. The Times, Places and Manner of holding
Elections for Senators and Representatives, shall
be prescribed in each State by the Legislature
thereof; but the Congress may at any time by
Law make or alter such Regulations, except as
to the places of choosing Senators.
2. The Congress shall assemble at least once
in every Year, and such Meeting shall be on the
first Monday in December, unless they shall by
Law appoint a different Day. '
SECTION

5.

1. Each House shall be the Judge of the

Elections, Returns and Qualifications of its own
Members, and a Majority of each shall constitute
a Quorum to do Business; but a smaller Number may adjourn from day to day, and may be
authorized t.o compel the Attendance of absent
Members, in such Manner, and under such Penalties as each House may provide.
2. Each House may determine the Rules of
its Proceedings, punish its Members for disorderly Behaviour, and, with the Concurrence of
two thirds, expel a Member. /

THE CONSTITUTION.
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3. Each House sha11 k eep a J ournal of its

Proceedings, and from t ime to time publish the
earoe, excepting such Parts as may in t heir J udgment require Secrecy; and the Y eas and Nays
of the Members of either House on any question
shall, at the Desire of one fifth of those Present,
be entered on the J ournal
4. Neither H ouse, during the Session of Congres3, shall, without the Consent of the other,
adjourn for more than three Days, nor to any
other Place than to that in which the two Houses
shall be sitting.
SECTION

6.

1. 1'he Senators and Representatives shall

r eceive a Compensation for their Services, to be
ascertained by friw, and paid out of the Treasury of the United State3. They shall in all
Cases, except Treason, Felony and Breach of the
P eace, be privileged from Arres_t during their
Attendance at the Session of their r espective
Houses, and in going to and returning from the
same ; and for any ~peech or Debate in either
Ilouse, they shall not be questioned in any other
Place.
2. No Senator or R epresentative shall, during
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the Time for which he was e"Jected, be appointed
to any civil Office under the Authority of the
United States, which shall have been created,
or the Emoluments whereof shall have been increased during such time ; and no Person holdiug any Office under the United States, shall be
a Mem bet of either House during his Continuance
iu Office.
NOTE.
Of the last clause of this six:th section Chief Justice
Story says :-" Tho object of these provisions is sufficiently manifest. It is, to preserve the legislature
against undue influence, and direct corruption on t,he
part of the Executive. The great securities for society-those, on which it must forever rest in a free
government--are, responsibility to the people through
elections, and personal character, and purity of principle."
The members of the F ederal Congress are .the
agents or servants of the people of the States, and so
careful were the framers of the Constitution to provide for keeping them so, that the instrument bars
senators or representatives from accepting any office
under the authority of the United States, and forbids
a person holding office under the Federal Government to be elected a senator or representative. Chief
Justice Story in a further comment on this clause
says :-" It is doubtless founded in a deference to
State jealousy, and a sincere desire to obviate the
fears, real or imaginary, that the General Government
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would obtain an unduo preference over the State
Government." 'rho Federal Congress siD.co the election of l\lr. Lincoln has entirely disregarded the spirit
and intent of this clause of the Constitution, a
majority of them have been the guilty tools of Executive usurpation and despotism. In violation of
the Constitution they have passed acts clothing lhe
President with monarchial and despotic powers.
They have passed acts designed to protect the
President from just punishment for violations of law;
and have appropriated tho public funds to aid him
in destroying the purity of elections in tho States.
In a word they havo ceased to ho tho reprnsentatives
or servants of the States, and ha,o become tho representatives or pliant tools of the Federal Executive.
SECTION

1.

1. All Bills for ra:sing ReYenue shall originnte
in the House of Representatives; but the Sem;te
may propose or concur with Amendments as on
other Bills.
NOTE.
This is tho rule in the English Parliament, where
all bills 11ppropriating money originate in tho Bouso
of Commons. The reason is thnt all appropriations
of the people's money " should originate with thoir
immediate representatives."
This was no doubt the thought of the framers of
our Constitution. But the spirit of this clause has

20
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been violated chuing the whole time ot the present
administration. The bills for raising revenue have
been conceived by ihe President or his Cabinet; and
have then been shaped in caucuses of the Senate and
H ouse of Representatives-all acting together as if
conspiring against the sovereign dignity of the States,
and the pockets of the people whom they were sent
to represent.

2. Every Bill which shall have passed the
House of Representatives and the Senate, shall,
before it become a Law, be i:;resented to the
President of the Uuited States; If he approve
he shall sign it, but if not he shall r eturn it, with
his Objections to that House in which it shall
have originated, who shall enter the Objections
at large on their J ournal, and proceed to reconsider it. If after such Reconsideration two
thirds of that House shall agree to pass the Bill,
it shall be sent, together with the Objections, to
the other House, by which it shall likewise be
reconsidered, and if approved by two thirds of
that Ilouse, it shall become a Law. But in all
such Cases the Y otes of both Houses shall be
determined by Yeas and Nays, and the Names
of the Persons voting for and against the Bill
shall be entered on the J oqrnal of each ·House
respectively. If any Bill shall not be returned
l,y the President within ten Days (Sundays ex-
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cepted) after it shall have been presented to
him, the Same shall be a law, in like Manner as
if be had signed it, unless the Congress by their
Adjournment prevent its Return, in which .Case
it shall not be a Law.
3. Every Order, Resolution, or Vote to which
the Concurrence of the Senate and Ilouse of
Representatives may be necessary (except on a
question of Adjournment) shall be presented to
the President of the United States; and before
the Same shall t!\ke Effect, shall be approved by
him, or being disapproved by him, shall be re•
passed bf two thirds of the Senate and Ilouse of
Representatives, according to the R ules and
Limit.ations prescribed in the Case of a Bill.
SECTION

8.

1. The Congress shall have Power to lay and

collect '!'axes, Duties, I mposts and Excises, to
pay the Debts and provide for the common De.
fence antl general Welfare of the United States;
but all Duties, I mposts and Excises shall be uniform throughout the United States;
NOTE.

The whole of this oighth section is devoted to the
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powers of Congress. In studying these powers we
are t o bear in mind that Congrnss derives all'its powers from the Constitution. It is therefore a body of
limited powers. An_act of Congress made contrary
to the restrictions of the Constitution is absolutely
Yoid-is not a law. See D allas' R eports of the Supreme Court III:399, and I Cranch, 176.
T h e opening clause of tl1is eighth section gives
Congress the power to collect taxes, duties and imposts, to pay the debts and provide for the common
defence, &c., of the United States. It exp1·essly
names for what purposes Congress may tax tbe people. It can collect taxes and duties for no other purpose, than for the " common defense and general welfare." The last and the present Congress h ave taxed
the people to buy negroes of the bonler States-lo
teach negroes to read and write on the coast of North
and South Carolina-to give negroes transportation
from the South to the North-to build negroes'
houses, and to feed and clothe them--all of which is
a violation of the Constitution. Congress has n o
power to tax the people fm such purposes. Surely
no one will contend that these are among the necessary and legitimate expenses of the government of
tho United ·States. If Congress has a right to tax
the people for such purposes, there can be no limit to
its powers. Chief J ustice Story says this clause
means " a limitation or qualification of t he power of
taxation ; so that no taxes can be laid by Congress,
except to pay the debts, and to provide for the common defence and general welfare." To pay the debts
means the ordinary and legitimate expenses of govel'llment. The distinguished jui-ist above quoted fur-
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ther says-" The power of taxation is not unlimited
in its character. The taxes levied must be (as we
have seen) either to pay the public debts, or to pro•
vide for the common defense and general welfare of
the United States."
This clause of the constitution also requires that
"all the duties, imposts and excises shall be uniform
throughout the United States." On this Chief Justice Story says-" The reason of the latter rule is, to
prevent Congress from giving any undue preference
to the pursuits or interests of ono state over those of
another. It might otherwise happen, that the agriculture, commerce, or manufactures of one state,
might be built up on the ruins of the interests of another." This is what Congress has done, especially
since the accession of the Republican party to power.
The manufacturing states of the East are getting 1·ich
to the detriment of the agricultural states of the West.
The Congressional legislation which has produced
this result, is clearly a subversion of the intent of this
clause of the constitution.

2. To borrow Money on the credit of the
United States;
3. To regulate Commerce with foreign Kations, and among the several States, and with
the Indian Tribes.
NOTE.

Congress is authorized to borrow money on the
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credit of tho United States ior the pmpose of paying
tho public debt and for the goneral welfare, and for
no other purpose. The right to pay the public debt
carries with it the power to raise money for that purposo. And foi· such o. purpose Congress may borrow
money on tho credit of the United States. But Congress has no right to borrow money on the credit of
tho United States, to purchase, feed, clothe, educate,
or otherwiso provide especially for negroes, to transport soldiers home to vote, &c.
The power "to regul,ate commerce " is to bo oxe~cised
only in agreement with the objects for which taxes
may be collected or money bon-owed, viz : to pay the
public debt, and to provide for the common defense
and general welfare. It has been a disputed question, whether Congress has power to lay duties on imports for the purpose of encouraging manufacturcs. It
should bo noticed that all the powers here given to
Congress touching this matter are clearly for the
purpose of -revenue and for no other purpose.
And these powers are all confined to the geMral well are. Legislation for a class or a section is forbidden
in this instnunent. The Congress have no more
right to impose taxes ior tho encouragement of manufactm-es, than they lrnve to do so for the encouragement of meeting houses or any othe1· local or private
interest.

4. To establish an uniform Rule of Naturalization, and uniform Laws on the subject of
Bankruptcies throughout the United Sbtes ;
5. To coin Money, regulate the Value thereof,
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and of for eign Coin, and fix the Standard of

W eights and Measures.

NOTE.

To coin m<me:y admits of no doubtful signification.

AP, the term is adopted without explanation, it mus~

be understood in its ordinary acceptation.
To coin money means to stamp coin. By no construction possible can it be made to signify to print
paper. If Congress has any Constitutional power to
print paper to occupy the place of coin as money it
must be sought for in the above clause.
The common sense of any man teaches him that
paper is not coin, and it is difficult to imagine how it
is possible for any man to infer the right of Congress
to print a paper currency from the powers granted
in this clause of tho Constitution. It is impossible to
believe that Congress supposed it possessed any such
nght when it passed tho bill, or that the judges, who
havo pronounced the act Constitutional are honest.
Ono judge who gave such a decision based his opinion
upon the words to "regulate the value thereof." But
the clause r eads that Congress shall have power to
"coin money, l'egulate the value thereof-" i . e. to regulate tho value of coined morte'IJ, Tho language admits of no doubt. Greenbacks aro not, in the moaning of the Constitution, money, because Congress ha.s
no power delegated to it, to make such a currency.
A greenback is no more than an unsecured promise
to pay. It is tho promise of a party which is already
bankrupt._ It was never the intention of the framers
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of the Constitution to expose the people of these
S tates to the ruin liable t o follow such a rotten
system.

6. To provide for the Punishment of counterfeiting the Securities and current Coin of the
United State~ ;
7. To establish Post Offices and Post Roads.
NOTE.
The right to establish post roads must be understood to apply to territories of the United States, or
to such places as belong to the United States. Over
the soil of the States the United States has no jurisdiction, to allow it to construct public roads without
the consent of the State. Without the consent of the
State the United States cannot locate a post office,
light-house, custom-house, or hospital on the soil of a
State. The right of eminent domain is with the State.
The power of the States over all the territory belonging to them is absolute, Congress cannot locate a
post road or any other l'Oad through a state unless by
the grant of the State. I n 1808 the United States
wanted to build a light house at Sandy P oint, N. Y.
The parties owning the land r efused to sell, and the
United States, admitting its inability to take the land
even for the indispensable purpose of building a light- ·
house, applied to the State of New York, which like all
the States, has sovereign jurisdiction over all its ter1·itory. And for the r elief of the United States,
t h e State of New York passed a special act, April 1st,
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1808, to the effect that tho authorities of the State
should purchase the said land at Sandy Point of its
owners; and, in case they still refused to sell, tho
state authorities wero authorized to issue a writ ad
quod damnU1n,* to take the land in the name of the
States paying the owners full and fai~ price for tho
same.
The last clause of this act sets forth that the stato
authority should be "empowered to convey and grant
the same to the United States : Provided, That tho
consideration money and costs aro paid to him by or
on behali of the United States." In the 1st Vol. of
the Laws of the State of New York, are found several
acts granting land to the United States for public
purposes. The United States Government cannot
use a foot of the soil of any state for any purposo
whatever, without tho permission of the State.
Light houses, Custom houses, Post Offices and Hospitals, are indispensable things ; but tho Federal
Government cannot build these a.nywbero without
first obtaining permission of the State, on whose soil
it is designed to construct the public works. The
right of jw'isdiction over tho soil of the States, is not
among the powe1·s granted to tho Federal Government in the Constitution. Therefore, tho bill now
before Congress to establish a military or somo sort
of United States road, through tho State of New Jersey, if passed will be plainly unconstitutional, without
the consent of tho State of New Jersey. Any party
attempting to carry out the objects of such a bill, will
'"Tho llloral moaning Is to llull injury. Tho rorco or tbo wrll waa ror tbe St11to t<>
&l!!lumc _ , o n , and call aJur7 to usoss tho ruuo or tbo land, or tbo pccu11lar7
'"i"'r dooo to tbo parties O'lfllUI&' U, b7 a,:aamlDc ttror tbo publlc,

..
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be liable to arrest and i-estraint by the authorities
of the State whenever and wherever they shall make
such an attempt. The powers· of Congress to make
such 1·oads, even with the consent of the State, has
been denied by the very highest authority ever since
the foundation of the Government. Jefferson in his
message of Dec. 2d, 1806, declared that Congress has
no such powers. Madison in his message of Dec.
3d, 1816, did the same. J ackson did the same in
1830, and President Polk in 1846. Chancellor Rent
says, " Congress, however, claims the power to lay
out, construct and improve post roads, with the assent
of the States thrnugh which they pass. They also
claim the power to open and impose military roads
on like terms (i. e. on consent of the States) and on
leaving in all these cases the jmisdictional right in
the respective States." The tendency of Congress
has been more or less to transcend its constitutional
powers, but it never claimed that it could establish a
road of any description through a State, without the
,consent of the State.
8. To promote the' progress of Science and
useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to
Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to
their respective Writings and Discoveries;
9. To constitute Tribunals inferior to the Supreme Court ;
10. To define and punish Piracies and Felonies
committed on the high Seas, and Offences against
the Law of Nations;
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11. To declare War, grant Letters of -Marque
concerning _Capand Reprisal, and make
Rules
.
y
tures on Land and Water.
NOTE.

The power to- declare war is- in' ·c ongress . alone.
The President has no more right to declare war, or
to take any step which amounts to a declaration of
war, than any private individual has. To givo such
a power to the President would be to commit the
liberties and 1ights of the people to the caprice, resentment, or recklessness of one man. It might indeed suspend the very existence of the Republic upon
the discretion of a single individual. H ence all these
powers of war, etc., are in the people of "the several
States" through their representatives in Congress.
12. To raise and support Armies, but no Ap-

propriation of Money to th~t,U~ shall be for a
longer Term than two_Years.
NOTE.

As only ·congress can declare wai, it alone has the
power to raise armies, or to order the raising of armies, and to appropriate money for their support.
And, lest even this power might be recklessly or viciously used to the detriment of the States, or of the
general welfare, Congress is forbidden to appropriate
money for the maintenance of an !),rtny for a longer
period than two years at a time. ' So that every two
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years, at furthest, the question of continuing an army
in existence comes regularly before the representatives
of the people in Congress. If no appropriation were
made the army would b e necessarily disbanded.
During the progress of the Mexican war the opposition to the D emocratic party in Congress made a,
strenuous effort to defeat an appropriation for the
s upport of the army then in Mexico; which, had they
succeeded, would h ave disbanded our armyin the midst
of a hostile country, in mid winter, leaving our soldiers without food, and without oven the means of
defending themselves, or of getting home again. Mr.
L incoln, then in Congress, was one of the leaders of
this b arb arous scheme, to cut off the supplies of an
army while it was in an enemy's country two thousand miles from home ; and which, if successful, must
have resulted in the massacre, or death, from privation, of nearly all our soldiers.

1 3. To provide and maintain a Navy;
14. To make Rules for the Government and
R egulation of the land and naval F or<'.-es ;
15. To provide for calling forth the Militia ·to
execute the Laws of the Union, suppress Insurrections and repel Invasions.
NOTE.

The militia can b e lawfully called into the service
o{ th e United States for but three purposes : 1st, To
execute the laws of the Union. 2d, To suppress in-
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surrections. 3d, To repel invasions. It will, wo
think, be difficult to find in this clause of the Constitution any warrant for the President to call upon the
State militia, to aid in the prosecution of the war he
is now waging upon the Southern States, for tho fol..
lowing reasons :
1. Tho object of the war is not "to execute the
laws of the Union." It is to abolish slavery, to conquer, subjugate and destroy States, and to obtain possession of the property of the Southern people. The
laws qf the Union are the Constitution, and laws enacted in pursuance thereof. As those who are conducting the war tell us that the Union as it was, and
the Constitution as it is, shall not, and ought not to
be preserved, i. e. the laws of the Union are not to be
• respected, it is certain that there is no authority for
calling on the militia to assist in the war. Any Governor who permits the militia of his State to be used
by the United States for any other purpose than the
enforcement of tho laws of the Un"ion disregards his
oath of office, and may be dealt with accordingly by
the legislature of his State.
2. It is also confessed that the war is not prosecuted to suppress insurrections. To suppress an insurrection would be to enfore the laws of the Union
or of the States-in a word, to faithfully follow and
enforce the Constitution. The use of the militia for
any other purpose, is itself equal in crime to an insurr ection. It should be considered that States as
States cannot commit the act of insurrection; because
they are not subjects. They are sovereign bodies.
All the powers of the Federal Government are only
such as the " several" sovereign States delegated to

'
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it. The F ederal Government is not even a. party to
the compact. The States are the parties, and the
only parties to the compact, and the Federal Government is the recipient of certain defined powers resulting from that compact. To this Federal Government
or General .Agent, the States never delegated the
right to make war upon them £or any plll'pose whatever, "not even," in the language of Mr. Madison,
"for unconstitutional acts. Secession, whatever it
ma.y be, is not an insurrection within the meaning of
the Constitution. l ndividuals, not Stales, may commit the act of insurrection. In every Northern State
there have been repeated insu1·rections against the
provisions of the Constitution and the acts of Congress, in r elation to the rendition of fugitive slaves.
Nearly every Northern State passed laws to resist this
fugitive slave clause of the Constitution and tho acts
of Congress made in pursuance thereof; but it was
not held that the States so nulifying the Constitution
and the laws of Congress, were in in~urrection. The
action of these Northern States was Nul:ijicat,·on; but
neither Nidiji,calwn nor Sece,ssion is an insurrection
within the meaning of the Constitution."
3. It is not contended that the object of this war is
to repel invasion. In his comments on this clause of
the Constitution, Judge Story, says-" It is made an
imperative duty of the general Government, on the
application of the Legislature or executive of a State,
to aid in the suppression of such domestic insurrections; as well as to protect the State from foreign inyasions." It is not the duty or the right of the
President to send a military force into a. State either
to quell an insurrection, or to resist an invasion, until
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called upon by the Executive or L egislature of the
State for such assistance. The clause is not to be construed to mean so much the 1-iglit as the duty of the
Federal Government to aid the State. The object ot
the provision is the benefit, peace ancl inviolat~ "'-OY ereignty of the States, and not the aggrandizement
and power of the Federal Government. It is bound
to go, when asked, and only when asked, to the assistance of the State. Chief Justice Story, further
says,-in answering the objection that there ho danger that the Federal Government might be tempted,
while its military force is in a State, to attempt alterations in the State Governments without the concu1Tence of the States themselves-" It- may be answered, that if the General Government should
interpose, by virtue of this Constitutional authority,
it will, of course, be bound to pursue the authority.
But the authority extends no further than to a gua,·ante.e of a republican form of Government, which sup-·
poses a pro-existing Government of the form, which
is to be guarantied. As long, therefore, as the
existing republican forms are continued by the States,
they are guarantied by the Federal Constitution.
Whenever the States may choose to substitute other
republican forms, they have a right to do so, and to,
claim the federal guarantee for the latter. The only
r estriction imposed upon them is, that they shall not
exchange republican for anti-republican Constitutions.

16. To provide for organ1zmg, arming, and
disciplining, the Militia, and for governing such
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P art of them as may be employed in the Service
of the United States, reserving to the States respectively, the Appointment of the Officers, and
the Authority of training th e Militia according
to the Discipline prescribed by Congress.
NOTE.
The militia is strictly a State institution. It is the
highest possible expression of State sovereignty.
When called out by the F ederal Government for certain purposes definitely limited, it still ret~ins all its
characteristics of a Sta.to institution. The States
have r eserved to themselves the appointment of the
officers and the training of the militia. The object of
this provision is to preserve the Stato character of
the militia- to keep it as representative of State sovereignty, even while it is but for a specified service
under t he direction of the United States.

l 'l. To exercise exclusive Legislation in all
Cases whatsoever, over such District ( not exceeding ten Miles square) as ma.y, by Cession of
particu1ar State3, and the Acceptance of Congress, become the Seat of Government of the
United States, and to exercise like Authority
over all Places purchased by the Consent of the
Legislature of the State in which the Same shall
h e, for the Erection of Forts, Magazines, Arsenals,
Dock.Yards, and other needful Buildings :And
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18. To make all Law.s which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into E xecution the
foregoing Powers, and all other Powers vested
by this Constitution in the Government of the
United States, or in any Department or Officer
thereof.
NOTE.

In this clause the right of exclusive legislation over
the District of Columbia is given to Congress. By
which, however, Congress does not receive power to
pass laws for the destruction of vested rights, or the
seizing of the property of private individuals in said
territory. No such powers belong to legislation.
The clause sets f01·th that Congress derives its powers
in such cases through purchase made "by the consent
of the legislature of the State in which the same shaU
be," &c. Of course it was no part of the bargain that
Congress should havo power to destroy, or in any
way molest the vested rights, or the property institutions of the citizens of the States residing upon territory so purchased. No man is mad enough to
seriously assert such an absurdity. Thus it has
always been held, not only by the Supreme Court,
but by Congress and by the Executive, that it was
not in the right of Congress to abolish slavery in the
District of Columbia. The right of exclusive legi,slati.on
was not supposed to imply the right to disturb the
social and property foundations of the community
which existed at the time of the purchase. .Although
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the la.st Congress did all this by an act abolishing
slavery in the District of Columbia., we are not to
suppose that they imaginpd they h ad really any right
to pass such an act. They violated the Constitution
and transcended their powers in many instances besides this one. Almost all tho acts of Congress for
the last three years havo been unconstitutional and
r evolutionary in their character. If the Union is ever
restored all these acts will have to be repealed because they are unconstitutional.
SEOTION

1.

9.' '

The·Migration or I mportation of such·Per-

sons as any of the States now existing shall think
proper to admit, shall not be prohibited by the
Congress prior to the Year one thousand eight
hundred and eight, but a Tax or Duty may be
imposed on such Importation, not exceeding ten
'dollars fo~_~~ch Person.
NOTE.

By the '' importation ot sucli tpersons," &c., is meant
sl.aves. By this clause of the Constitution the Federal Government was prohibited from interfering with
the foreign slave trade before tho year 1808. But it
will be noticed that the clause does not say that the
slave_trado should cease at that time. It provides
that it shall not ceaso before 1808, and leaves it an
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open question whether it shall continue after that
time or not. There is nothing in the Constitution
that would not allow it to continue for all time.
This clause allowecl Congress to raise a revenue
from the slave trade, by imposing a duty of ten dollars on every slave imported.

2. The Privilege of the Writ of Habeas Corpns shall not be suspended, unless when in Cases
of Rebellion or Invasion the publi~ Safety may
require it,'
NOTE• .
The meaning of luibeas corpus is to have or to lwld
tlie b<Xiy, literally, liave you the body. It is called the
"Writ of Liberty," because its action is to hold the
body of a party seized until a proper Court shall decide whether he is legally seized or not. The effect
of the writ is not to pronounce upon the guilt or innocence of the party-is not to shield him from a full
and fair trial-but is simply to determine whether
bis arrest is made according to law. It commands
the officer holding the person of another to bring his
body into Court that it may be seen whether he is
legally held. It is well called the great bulwark of
personal liberty, since without it every individual
may be liable to be kidnapped and dragged to prison
in violation of law and right.
It will be noticed that the language of this clause
is a 1·estriction and not a grant of power- the writ of
liaheas corpus " shall not be suspen<l,ed " except in cer-
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'tain cases named. But Mr. Lincoln, with a luminous
exhibition of sagacity, contends that this negative r estJ:iction upon Congress is a pot'titive grant of power
to the President. H e had hardly entered upon his
duties when h e ordered the suspension of the haooas
corpus in violation of the order of the Supreme Cow·t
of the United States. Even his own Congress (we
say his because it has proved itself to be in a conspiracy with him to subvert the Government of the
United States,) admitted this act to be a viohi.tion of
the Constitution, by passing a law designed to shield
him from arrest and punishment. They passed a
special act to give the P resident the power of suspending the writ, which is an acknowledgement that ho
has it not under the Constitution. But if he has it
not under the Constitution, Congress cannot give it
to him. Congress can give the President no new
powers. Its own powers are ~mly delegated. A. delegated power is not transferable. Congress can no
moro delegate its powers to the Presiden t than the
President can delegate his powers to Congress.
Therefore the Congressional act to give Mr. L incoln
the right to suspend the luibeas corpus is null and
'Void.

3. No Bill of Attainder or ~x post facto Law
shall be passed.
NOTE.
A. l>ill of attainder means a legislative act to convict
a person of some capital crime. Ex post facto means
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literally, after the act is done. An ex post facto law is
an act to affect deeds that were done before the law
was passed. Congress has no power to do either.
It can nei{her convict a person of any crime, nor can
it pass a law either to punish or to exculpate deeds
that were done before the passage of said act.
Therefore, the late acts of Congress designed to protect the President from arrest and punishment, for
deeds done in violation of the laws of the land, are
null and void. They are not only ex p ost facto in their
character, but they are also, as we shall show in another place, violations of other portions of the organic
law of the United States.
4. No Capitation, or other direct Tax sh1:1.ll
be laid, unless in Proportion to the Census or
Enumeration herein before directed to be taken.
5. No Tax or Duty shall be hid on Articles
exported from any State.
6. No Preference sh all be gi-ven hy any Regulation of Commerce or Revenue to the Ports of
one State over those of another: nor shall V es~
sels bound to, or from, one State, be obliged to
enter, clear, or pay Duties in another.
·
7. No Money shall be drawn from the Treas,
ury, but in Consequence of Appropriations made
by L aw ; and a regular Statement and Account
of the R eceipts and Expenditures of all public
Mone_y shall be published from time to time.
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NOTE.
All appropriations of the public money must be
made by l,aw, that is, according to the Constitution, or
according to laws constitutionally enacted. In its
appropriations of money, Congress is limited. It
cannot lawfully spend money for purposes not pro'Vided for in the Constitution. For instance, it cannot
appropriate money to build school-houses, meetinghouses, nor to pay the salaries of school-teachers and
preachers. Nor can it appropriate money to purchase negroes, to build houses for negroes, or to teach
negroos. I£ appropriations were ma<le for such purposes, the people would be under no obligations to
pay tho taxes laid in consequence of such appropriations, becauso the States never delegated to CongreS"s
tho right tc tax the people for such things ; and no
money can be ch-awn from the treasury of the United
States, but in consequence of appropriations mado by
Congress. Not even the soldiers of the United States
army can be paid, unless Congress passes an act appropriating money for the purpose. Tho President
cannot authorize the payment of a dollar out of the
treasm·y for any purpose for which appropriation has
not been made by Congress. Mx. Lincoln has somewhere, and somehow, spent dU1·ing tho last year,
ninety-eight mi7li,ms of dollars not appropriated by
Congress. H o now comes back and asks Congress
to pass an act appropriating $98,000,000 to meet the
deficiency. What all this money has gono for,
nobody knows, except those who havo unlawfully
spent it. Largo sums wo know must havo been expended in providing fol', and educating negroes1 and
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transporting soldiers home to vote ; all of which is an
unlawful spending of the people's money. Congress
has no power to appropriate money for such purposes, and the President has no right to draw money
from the treasury not appropriated by Congress.
.All these things are, of course, an illegal spending of
the people's money, and will, without doubt, some
day be ma.de an excuse for sweeping the whole away
by a repudiation.

8. No Title of Nobility shall be granted by
the United States: And no Person holding any
Office of Profit or Trust under them, shall, without the Consent of the Congress, accept of any
Present, Emolument, Office, or Title, of any kind
whatever, from any King, Prince, or foreign
State.

1. No State shall enter into any Treaty, Alliance, or Confederation; grant Letters of Marque
and Reprisal; coin Money; emit Bills of Credit;
make any Thing but gold and silver Coin a
Tender in Payment of Debts; pass any Bill of
Attainder, ex post facto Law, or Law impairing
the Obligation of Contracts, or grant any Title
of Nobility.
2. No State shall, without the consent of the
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Congress, lay any Impost or Duties on Imports
or Exports, except what may be absolutely necessary for executing its inspection Laws ; and
the not Produce of all D uties and Imposts, laid
by any St.'.l.te on I mports or Exports, shall be for
the Use of the Treasury of the United States;
an d all such Laws shall be subject to the Re.vision and Control of the Congress.
3. No State shall, without the Consent of
Cong ress, lay any Duty of Tonnage, k eep Troops,
or Ships of War in t ime of Peace, enter into any
Agreement or Compact with another State, or
with a foreign P ower, or engage iu War, unless
actually invaded, or in such imminent Danger as
will not admit of D elay.
N OTE .

The powers which the States promise not t.o exercise
in this tenth section it will bo seen aro such as could
not bo retained by them without evident detriment
to tho " general welfare." The theory was to make
the F ederal Government the general agent of joint
interests of the" several states." If any S tate might
of its own motion make treaties, form alliances, lay
duties on imports, &c., a condition of confusion and
anarchy might soon follow! F or tho "general welfare " all this business was confided to the general
government, as the agent for the whole. It is the
nature of an agreement between the States, that they
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should permit the general government to oxerciso, in
certain specified mo.tters, their independent sovereign
powers. The States gavo up, sw-rendered no powers,
but delegated the exercise of these po,rnrs to the ~
Federal Government, which received them, to be exercised only for the" General welfare."

POWERS 'OF THE PRESIDENT.
ARTICLE
SECTION

1.

II:

1.

Tl_ e executive Power shall be vested in a.

President of the United States of America. He
sha.11 hold his Office during the Term of four
Yeara, and, together with the Vice President,
chosen for the same Term,. be elec~ed, as follows:
2. Each State shall appoint, in such Manner
as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number
of Electors, equal to the whole Number of Senators and R epresentatives to which the State
may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator
or Representative, or Person holding an Office
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of Trust or Profit under the United States, shal)
be appointed an Elector:·
NOTE.

By this last clause it is seen that the office of
President represents the sovereignty of the States.
The President is not elected by the peoplo at largenor is he the President of the people at large, as
one consolidated body, or nation-there is no such
body politic known to tho C-Onstitution-but he is
the President of States-so,ereign, United States.
Stales, not the people at lru:ge, elect him. If the people :1t large elected, Mr. Lincoln would not be President, for thero was a majority of the whole people, of
a million of votes against ; but a majority of
States was for him. So completely does the Federal
Executive represent the sover eignty of States, that i£
n. majority of tho States should refuse to choose
Presidential electors, not only would thero be no
President, but the F ederal Government itself would
boat an end. Thero is no power to compel t,h eStates
to choose electors. Thus, if. a majority of States so
l>lease, they can bring the F ederal Government to a
termination by this simple means. This may seem
strange; but it is a necessary condition of our system, which is a ,oluntary union of so,ereign States.
It is a condition of sovereign bodies that they cannot
be coerced. Tho States never delegated to the Federal Government the right to coerce them. So far
from that, they reserved to themselves powers that, if
they choose to exercise them, would, at the expira-

r
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tion of every four years, leave the Federal Government to perish for the want of an executive head.
[•The electors shall meet in their respecti,•e states, nncl vote by
ballot for two peISons, of whom one at least shall not be an inhabi,
tant of the same st-ate with themselves. Ancl they shall make n list
of all the persons voled for, nncl of tho number of votes for each ;
which list they shall sign nncl certify, nnd transmit sealed to the
seat of the government of the United States, directed to the President of the Senate. The President of the Senate shall, in the
presence of the Senate nnd House of Representative~, open all tho
certificates, and the votes shall then be counted. The person h aving the greatest number of votes shall bo the President, ifsuch num.
ber be th~ majority of the whole number of electors appointed ; and iJ
there be more than one who have·such majority and have an equal
number of votes, then tho House of Representatives shall immediately choose by ballot one of them for President ; and if no person
have a majority, then from the five highest on the list, the said
house shall in like manner choose the President. But in choosing
tho President, the votes shall be to.ken by states, the representation
from each State having one vote ; a q~orum for this purpose shall
consist of n member or members from two-thirds of the States, and
a majority of all the states shall be necessary to a choice. In every
case, after the choice of the President, the person having 1,he
greatest number of votes of the electors shall be tho vice-President.
But if there should remain two or more who have cqu.al votes, the
Senato shall choose from them by ballot the vice-President.]

3. The Congress may determine the Time of
choosing the Electors, and the Day on which
they shall give their Votes; which Day shall be
the same throughout the United States.
4. No Person except a natural born Citizen,
or a Citizen of the United States, at the time of
the Adoption of this Constitution, shall oe eligi•This clause wllh,n brncke!s bas been supercedod and ao.nulled by !be 12th
amoodmoot, on pty>;c 462.
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ble to the Office of President; neither shall any
Person be eligible to that Office who shall not
have attained to the Age of thirty :five Years,
and been fourteen Y ears Resident within the
United Sto,tes.
5. In Case of the Removal of the President
from Office, or of his Death, R esignation, or Inability to <lischarge the P owers and D uties of the
said Office, the same sh all devolve on the Vice
President, and the Congress may by Law provide for the Case of R emoYal, Death, Resignation, or Iaability, both of the President and Vice
President, declaring what Office1· shall then act
as Presinen:b, and such Officer shall act accordingly, ,rntil th~ Disabillty be removed, or a
President shaH ne elected.

G. The President sha11, at stated Times, r eceive
for his R"!rvices, a Compensation, which shall
neither h e increnscd nor diminished during the
P erio<l for which he shall have been elected,
and h13 shall not receive within that Period any
other Emolument from the United States, or
any of them.

'l. Before he enter on the Execution of his
Office, hG shall t.'l.ke the following Oath or Affirmation·:-,
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'' I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will
"faithfully execute the Office of President of the
"United States, and will to the best of my
"Ability, preserve, protect and defend the Con" stitution of the United States."
NOT E.

The whole of this second article of the Constitution is devoted to the powers and duties of the President. This first duty is to take a solemn oath to "preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution of the
United States. The Constitution is to be his guide
in every act. It is his duty to see that the laws a,re
faithfully executed. It is the business of Congress to
make the laws, and of the President to execute every
law Congress has under the Constitution the right to
enact. But, if the President should mistake the
construction of aJ1 act of Congress, and should give
orders not warra,nted by the law, any aggrieved party
might recover damages against the officer acting under_those instructions. [See 2d Cranch's Reports
563.J There are three ways in which a President
might violate his oath of office : 1. By refusing to
execute the laws and treaties of the United States;
2. By usurping a power not confided to him in the
Constitution: 3. By an arbitrary and corrupt use of
authority, lawful in itself, but employed by him for
selfish purposes and illegal aims. In other pbces
we shall show that President Lincoln has repeatedly
broken his oath of office in all these particulars.
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SECTION

2.

1. The President shall be Commander in Chief

of the Army ancl Navy of the United States,
.and of the Militia of the several States, when
called into the actual Service of the United
States; he may require the Opinion, in writing,
of the principal Officer in each of the executive
Departments, upon any Subject relating to the
Duties of their r espective Offices, and he shall
have Power to grant Reprieves and Pardons for
Offences against the United States, except m
Cases of Impeachment
NOTE.

L et it be noticed that the President is Commanderin-Chief only of those who are in the army and navy,
or in the militia when in actual service. He is not the
Commander-in-Chief of any civilian. This Constitution gives him no power over a citizen civilian in time
of war that he has not in time of peace. In this
country the military power is always, at all times, in
all places, subordinate to the civil authority. The
Constitution of New York declares that "No authority shall, on any pretence whatever, be exercised over
tho people of this State, but such as shall be derived
from and gi·anted by them."
The Constitution of New Jersey says:-" The military shall be in strict subordination to the ciYil
power."
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The Constitution of P ennsylvania says : "The military shall, in all cases and at all times, be in strict
subordination to the civil power." The Constitution
of every State in the Union is similar. The idea of
a war power that is above the powers of ordinary legislation-that is able to revoke or suspend existing
constitutional law-is not only foreign to the genius of
our government, but is positively denied by express
constitutional enactment.
The Constitution gives the President no right to
suspend the Constitution and laws of the States under
the plea of a "War Power." No snch power is imparted to the President in the Constitution. It is
the duty of the Executive of every State to protect
the Constitution and laws of his State from the lawless deeds of a President who attempts to make the
civil authority subordinate to the military power. If
such a President could be caught within tho jurisdiction of a State so outraged, it would be within the
lawful powors of the State to a.nest and try him for his
life.
In 1833, while discussing the proposition to march
a military force against the State of South Carolina,
Daniel Webster said :
"f!ir, for one I protest in advance l\gllinst such remedies Ill! I haT&
h enrd hinted. The i>dministmtion itself keeps i> profound silence,
but its friends have spoken for it. Wo nre told, sir, that the President will immedintely employ the militnry force, i>nd nt once blocknde Charleston l A militnry remedy-a remedy by diree\ milita17
operation, hns thus been suggested, and nothing elso has been rmggested, ns the intended me= of preserving the Un.ion. f;;ir, thero
is no little reason to think that this suggestion is true. We cannot
be altogether unmindful of tho past, and therefore we cannot b~
aUogether unnpprehensivo for the future. For one, I raise my voicG
boforehand ng~t the unauthorized em_ploymen.t of military _pow-
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er-against superseding the authority of the laws by an armed
force, under 1)l'eteuce of putting down nullification. Tho President
has no authority to blockade Charleston. The President has uo
authority to employ military force, till he shall be duly required so
to do by law, and by the civil authorities. His duty is to cause th~
laws to be executed. His duty is to support the civil authority.
His duty is, if the laws be resisted, to employ the military foi-ce of
the counti-y, if necessary, for their suppo1·t and execution ; bu t to
do this only in compliance with law, and with decisions of the t.ribuli.als. With a constitutional and efficient head of the Government-with au administration really and truly in favor of the Constitution, the country can grapple with nullification. By the force
of reason ; by the progress of enlightened opinion ; by the natural,
genuine patriotism of the country, and by the st~ady and well sustained operations of law, the progress of disorganization may be
successfully checkecl, and the Union maintained."

Mr. Seward, in his letter of instructions to Mr.
Adams, at the Court of St. James, dated Washington,
April 10th, 1861, has put this main point in language,
even stronger than the above from Daniel Webster ;
"He (the President) believes, ueve1·theless, that the citizens of
those States, as well as the citizens of the other States, are too intelligent, considerate and wise to fullow the leaders to that disastrous end (secession). Fol' these reasons, he would not be disposed
to reject a cardinal dogma of theirs, namely, that the Federal Governme11t could not reduce the seceding States to obedience by conquest, even though he were disposed to question that prnposition.
But, in fact, the President willingly accepts it as true. Only an
imperial or despotfo Government could subjugate thoroughly disaffected nnd iusurrectionary members of t,h e State. This Federal
Republic system of ou.r s is, of all forms of Government, the very
one which is most unfitted for such a labor. Happily, however,
this is only an imaginary defect. The system has withi11 it,self
adequate, peaceful, conse1·vative and recuperative fo1•ces. Firmness
on the part of the Government in maintaining and preserving the
public institutions and pl'Operty, and in executing the laws, where
authority can be exercised without waging war, combined with such
measures of j11stice, moderation and forbearance as will dis~m
reasoning opposition, will be sufficient to secme the public safety,
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until returning reflection, concurring with the fearfol e:i::perienco of
tho inevitable fruits of faction, shall bring Lho recusant
member11 cheerfully back into the family which, after nll, must
prove their best and happiest, ns it nncleniably is their most uatuml
home. The Constitution of the United States provides fo1· that retum by authorizing Congress, on application to bo made by a certain majority of tho States, to assemble a nlltional convention, in
which the organic law can, if it be needful, be reviqed, so as to re.
move aU real obst"-cles to a reunion, so suitable to tho hnbit3 of the
people, and so eminently conducive t-0 the common safely nud welfare.
Keeping thnt remedy steadily in view, the President, on the one
h11ud, will not suffer the Federal authority to fall into abeyance,
nor will he, on the ot,her, nggravate existing evils by attempts at
coercion, which must assume the form of direct war ngainiit nny of
the revolutionary States."
11ocial evils,

Mr. Seward's instructions to Mr. Judd, Minister to
P1ussia, Dated Washington, March 22d, 1861, aro if
possible still clearer and more emphatil} on this

point.

, "Yon are well awnre of what yon will find Europeans unable to
understand, namely : that owing to tho very pociiliar structure of
our Government, and the eqnally singular character and habils of
the· American people, this Government not only ,'Ji.sely but necessarily hesitafos to resort to coercion and compulsion to secure a re.
turn of the clisnffeotod pol'lion of tho people to theu- onstomnry
formed 11po11 popular co11sent., and musj
:illeginnco. The Unkm
altoays practically stand 011 the same basis."

wa,

2. He__shall have Power by and with the
Advice-and Consent of the Senate, to make
IJ1reaties,- provided two thirds of the Senators
present concur ; and he shall nominate, and by
and.with the .Aclvice' and Consent of the Senate,
shall appoint Ambassadors, other public Minis~
ters and Consuls, J udges of the supreme Court,
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and all other Officers of the United States,
whose ,Appointments are not herein otherwise
provided for, and which shall be established by
Law: but the Congress may by Law vest the
Appointment of such inferior Officers, as they
think proper, in the President alone, in tlie
Courts of Law, or in the Heads of Departl.Jlents.
NOTE.
Thus does the Constitution prudently fence the
Executive round with the ever jealous sovereignty of
the States. The Senate, which is the immediate
representativo of State sovereignty, has an effectual
check upon all the appointments of the President,
whether civil or military. In fact, he can do nothing
except "by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate." Only by recreancy of the Senate to the
States whose servants they are, can the P resident
tako the :first step of usurpation. At the present
timo the Senate and the President, together with a
majority of the lower House of Congress, are in a
conspiracy against their sovereign masters the States.
They h ave assumed or usurped powers which are,
not only incompatible with a republican form of
govornment, but absolutely destructive of it.
3. The President shaU have P ower to fill up

all Vacancies that may happen during the Recess of the Senate, by granting Commissions
which shall expire at the End of their next Ses•
sion,
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3.

He shall from time to time give to the Con
gress Information of. the .State of the Union,
and recommend to their Consideration such
Measures as he shall judge necessary and expe•
dient; he may, on extraordinary Occasions,
convene both Houses, or either of them, and in
Case of Disagreement between them, with Respect to the Time of Adjournment, he may adjourn them to such Time as he shall think
proper ; he shall receive Ambassadors and other
public Ministers ; he shall take Oare that the
Laws be faithfully executed, and shall Commission all the officers of the United States.
SECTION

4.

The President, vice-president and all civil of·
ficers of· the United States, shall be removed
from office on impeachment for, and conviction
of treason, bribery, or other high crimes and
misdemeanors.
NOTE.

It is the President's duty to "take care that the 'lciws
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are f ailhful.l y executed. Chief Justice Story in his
Commentary on the Constitution says of this clause:
"But we nre not to llllderstand, that lbis clause confers on the
President a new and substantial power to cause the lnws to bo
faithfully executed, by any means, which he shall see fit to adopt,
although not prescribed by the Constitution, or by the acts of Congress. That would be to oloiho him with an absolute despotic
power over the lives, the property, and tho rights of tho wholo
people. A tynmical President might under a pretence of this sort,
pllllish for a crime, without any trial by jury, or usurp the functions of other departments of the Government. The true interpretation of the clause is that, the President is to use all such means
M tho Constitt1tion and laws have placed at his disposal, to enfo1·co
the due execution of the laws. As for e:1Ample, if crimes are com1:nitted, he is to direct a prosecution by the power of tho public officers, and seo that the offenders nro brought to justice. But he
cannot employ the public force or mako war to accomplish the
purpose."

This language of Judge Story, himself a federalist,
and one of the most eminent Jurists of the United
States, admits of no double construction. It is the
President's duty to execute the laws, but he must not
employ unconstitutional or illegal means to do it.
He should exhaust all the powers given him in tho
Constitution, and there his duty ends. If he goes
beyond ho is himself a transgressor, and may, and
ought to be punished. Mr. Lincoln takes the ground
that he found the Constitution nnequal to the "exigencies of the hom-." Even if that were so, it is not
his business to usurp powers not given by the organic
law of the land. He is to administer tho laws. It is
very true that he finds in the Constitution no means
for coercing the States of this Union by the military
arm. The 1·eason is, not that the framers of that instrument made a mistake, but that the power of
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'l:tlilitary coercion against States was purposely withheld from the Federal Government. The matter was
fully discussed in Convention and it was unanimously determined that the Federal Government should
not be entrusted with the power of State coe1·cwn.
Had such a power been given not a single .State
would ever have 1·atified the Constitution. Even Ale:rnnder Hamilton, in the Constitt1tional convention
sa,id:
"But how can this force be exerted on the States collectively
against State authority? It is impossible. It amounts to a war between the parties. Foreign powers, also, will not be id!e spectato1·s. They will interpose, the confusion will illcl'e11se, and a dis.
~olution of the Union will ensue."

-

THE JUDICIARY.
ARTICLE III.
SECTION

1.

The judicial Power of the United States, shall
be vested in one supreme Court, and in such inferior Courts as the Congress may from time to
time ordain and establish. The J ndges, both of
the supreme and inferiQr Courts, shall hold
their Offices during good Behaviour, and shall,
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at stated times, receive for their Services, a
Compensation, whieh shall not be diminished
during their continuance in office.
SECTION

2.

1. The judicial Power shall extend to all
Cases, in Law and Equity, arising under this
Constitution, the Laws of the United States,
and Treaties made, or which shall be made,
under their authority ;- to all Cases affecting
Ambassadors, other public Minist~rs, and Consuls ;- to all Cases of admiralty and maritime
Jurisdiction ;-to Controversies to which the
United States shall be a Party ;- to Controversies between two or more States ;-between a
State and Citizens of another State ;- between
Citizens of different States ;-between Citizens
of the same State claiming Lar::.ds under Grants
of different States, and between a State, or
the Citizens thereof, and foreign States, Citizens
or Subjects.
2. In all Cases affecting Ambassadors, other
public Ministers and Consuls, and those in which
a State shall be a Party, the supreme Court
shall have original Jurisdiction. In all the other
Cases before mentioned, the supreme Court
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shall have appellate Jurisdiction, both as t o Law
and Fact, with such Exceptions, and under such
R egulations as the Cv.u6 i .,"" .,;l.nt;~ .l.l.lake.
3. The Trial of all Crimes, except in Cases of
Impeachment, shall be by Jury ; and such '!'rial
shall be held in the State where the said Crimes
shall have been committed ; but when not committed within any State, the 'l'rial shall be at
such Place or P lac_es as the Congress may by
Law have directed.
NOTE.

By a reference to Article Il section 2d, it will be
seen that the J udges of the Supreme Court are appointed by the President, " by the a<lv-ice and witlt the
consent of the Senate." So the Supreme Court ·
represents the sovereign States through their agents
of the Senate. All the three co-ordinate branches of
the Federal Government, viz the Executive, the L egislative, and the J udicial, are thus the immediate
r epresentatives of the Sovereignty of the "several
States."
The trial of all crimes it is said in this Article shalJ,
be by Jury. In his Commentary on this clause, Judge
Story says:"It is observable, that the trial of o.11 crimes is not only to be by
jnry, but to be held in II State, whore they nre committed. The
object of this clause is, to secure the party accused from b eing
dragged to n trial in some distant State, fnr away from his friends,
IUld witnesses, 11nd neighborhood ; and thus submited to a verdict

.
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ot mere strangers, who may feel no common sympathy, or who may
enn cherhh animosities, or prejudices, a::o.inst him. • • By the
c , mmon law, thG tcial of all crimes is required to be in the County
where they arc committed."

The administration has r epeatedly violated this
clause of the Constitution in several particulars. It
has seized citizens contrary to law, and sent them out
of their S tates and district, aud there tried them, not
by .furies but by commissions of its own creatio11. Administrationists have pleaded necessity for these
deeds. But the Constitution allows no necessity
above its own laws. It is the supreme law. It declares
that,'· the trial of ALL crimes shall be by.fury." There
is no exception. This mle in England is as old as
Magna Charla, which declares that " no man shall
be arrested, nor imprisoned, nor banished, &c., but
by the judgment of his peers, or by the law of the
land." For attempting to Tiolate this great palladium
of liberty, kings have lost their heads, and justly. No
occupant of the British throne for the last five hunched years could have made ·such sweeping inroads
upon the laws of the land as the administration has
.upon the Constitution of our counti·y, without losing
his throne and his head together.
SECTION

3.

I. Treason against the United States, shall
consis t only in levying W ru: against them, or in
adhering to their Enemies, giving them Aid and
Comfort.

No Person shall be convicted of
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Treason unless on t he Testimony of two Witnesses to the same overt Act, or on Confession
in open Court .
2. The Congress shall have Power to declare
the Punishment of Treason, but no A ttainder of
Treason shall work Con·uption of Blood, or
Forfeiture except during the Life of the Person
attainted.
NOTE.

The meaning of " Treason " is here placed beyond
dispute-it consists in "levying wa1·," &c. ; or in giving aid and comfort to those who do levy war upon
the United States. T o give aid and comfort, is.
to assist the enemy with the means of levying war.
A man's opinions or sympathies are a great ways outside of treason. He may believe his government to
be carrying on an unjust war, and his sympathies may
even be with those with whom his country is carrying
on a war, without being a traitor. The law does not
punish opinions and sympathies as crimes. I n our last
war with England the entire " F ederal" party sympathized with the enemy. Ministers preached against
the war as "unholy and damnable "-statesmen denounced not only the war, but every separate measure of the administration which was can-ying it on.
But all this was not treason-was not giving aid and
comfort to the enemy, within tho meaning of the law.
The same is true in our war with Mexico. Mr. Lincoln, then a member of Congress, denounced it on
the floor of tho H ouse, a-ncl made a speech designed
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to stop all supplies for the army. One member, (our
present minister to Mexico,) in a speech on the floor
of Congress, prayed to God that the enemy might
" welcome our soldiers with bloody hands to hosp :table graves." While the democrats were illu..mina- .
ting all our cities to celebrate the victories achieved l
by our soldiers, the Whigs closed their doors; shut
their houses in darkness, and r etired in sullen silence
from theJoud acclaim, to show their detestation of the
war. But all this was not treason---was not levying
war, nor giving aid and comfort to the enemy within
.the meaning of the Constitution. So with the pres. ent war-a man has a 1-i.ght to his opinions and his
' sympathies. H e may believe the war to be violative
of the Constitution, to be an act of cruel and bloody
despotism, to be can-i.ed on for an unholy and damnable purpose-nay, he may believe that the cause of
the Union and of liberty demands that it should utterly fail, and be no traitor ; but, on the other hand,
be a true patriot. No man has a right to punish
him. for his sympathies with those who are fighting to
defend their altars· and their homes. H e may be
mistaken in his opinions, and be misguided in the exercise of lris sympathies-but wrong opinions and
misguided sympathies are not crimes within the
meaning of the laws.
The above section declares that no man shall be
convicted of treason unless on the testimony of two
witnesses, or on an open confession. And also that
"no treason shall work corruption of blood or forfeiture, except during the life of the person attainted."
Both of these provisions have been violated in innumerable instances, by the present administration.
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It has pronounced men guilty of treason, by order
and proclamation, without ·witnesses and without
trial ; and has declared then: property confiscated for
all time, and under such order has proceeded to sell
and deed away said property. Of course the parties
holding this property have no valid title to it whatever. If the Constitution and laws should survive
this destructive revolution, all the holders of property,
thus illegally obtained, will be dispossessed and
severely punished. In the eyo of the law the holders
have no more just claim to the property from the
title given by Mr. Lincoln, or by his Congress, than
they would if they had received it in fee simple from
a banditti. Such is the organic law of the land.
Neither the P resident nor Congress, nor any other
authority can alter it. An act of Oongress which violates the Constitution is not a law. All parties engaged in executing an unconstitutional law, are liable
to punishment.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ARTICLE IV.
SECTION

/

1.

Full Faith and Credit shall be given in each
State to the public Acts, Records, and judicial
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Proceedings of every othe1; State. A~d th~
Congress may by general .,.Laws pr.escl'ibe the
Manner in which such Acts, Records rmd .Proceedings shall be proved, and the Effec'tthereof.
SECTIO~

2.

1. The Citizens of each State shall be ·enti~ied
to all P rivileges and Immunities of Citizens in.
the several States.
2. A P erson charged in any State with _T rea·.
son, Felony, or other Crime, who shall flee from
J ustice, and be found in another State: shall on
Demand of the executive Authority of the· State
from which he fled, be delivered up, to be· re• ·
moved to the State having J urisdiction of the
Crime.
3. No Person held to Service or Labor in one
State, under the L aws thereof, escaping into
another, shall, in Consequence of any Law or
R egulation therein, be discharged from such
Service or Labor, but shall be delivered up on
Claim of the Po.rty to whom such Service or
Labor may be due.
NOTE.

The fugitive from justice and the fugitive from labor .
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are put upou the same footing. They are both to be
given up " on cl,aim ;" that is, on the identity of the
absconding parties being proved. The process is
summary, and not a trial by jw·y. For the benefit of
fugitive negro slaves, a majority of the Northern
States have passed la.ws to prevent this summary
process. But they have never passed any such laws
for the benefit of aosconding white men. All such
acts are, however, plainly unconstitutional, for
according to the Constitution, the process is on daim,
or summary. In relation to the fugitive from labo1·
clause, Judge Story says : "This clause was introduced into tho Constitution, solely for the benefit of
the slaveholding States, to enable them to reclaim
their fugiti,e slaves, who should escape into othe1·
States, where slavery is not tolerated." In 1793,
Congress passed a special act to give efficiency to
this fugitive sla,e clause of the Constitution. This
bill was signed by W ashi.ngton, and known as the
"first fugitive-slave law." Another fugitive-slave law
was passed in 1850. Soon after the passage of this
last fugitive-slave law, a l arge majority of the Northern States passed acts nullifying not only both of
these acts of Congress, but this fugitive-slave clause
of the Constitution as well. Indeed, with the exception of New Jersey and Illinois, we think every Northern State has been guilty of this nullification. There
was, some years ago, a. fearful excitement in the
North, when South Carolina nullified a single act of
Congress, on the alleged ground of its unconstitutionality. But the N ol'thern States have nullified two
acts of Congress, and a clause of the Constitution besides. . In most of the .Northern States, these acts of
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Congress were resisted by combinations 0£ armed
men, and in many instances blood was shed. All this
time the South was earnestly pleading with the North
to respect the Constitution and obey the laws. The
North answered her with jeers, defiance and threats.
Societ-i es were formed in every Northern city, for the
purpose 0£ stealing tho property of the Southern
States, and of resisting, with force of arms, the enforcement of the Constitution and the laws in relation
to slavery. This warfare did the North carry on
against the property and Constitutional rights of the
South for a third of a century, before the South was
driven into the desperate steps of secession.
SECTION

3.

1. New States may be admitted by the Congress into this ' Union ; but no new State shall
be formed or erected within the J urisdiction of
nny other State ; nor any State be formed by
the J unction of two or more States ; or parts of
States, without the Consent of the Legislature
of the States concerned as well as the Congress.
NOTE.

Mr. Lincoln's Proclamation of Amnesty, which says
that one tenth of the number of inhabitants of States,
may organize new State Go,ernmeuts, is a criminal
violation of this clause of tho Constitution. And
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what makes it still worse, if degrees of crimo ca.n
be applied to such a monstrous wrong, ia the fact that
the one tenth may not be citizens of the States to be
so re-organized-they may all be the creatures of the
President, camp followers, or parasites from the
North. The one tenth is to be connted by the officers
in the army. Another violation of this clause is
the a.ct of Congress creating a new State ont
of the territory of the State of Virginia. Mr.
Stevens of P ennsylvania declared that he "wa-s not
going to stultify himself by claiming that this act is
Constitutional. We know that it was not Constitutional, but it is necessary."

2. The Congress shall have Power to dispose
of and make all needful Rules and R egnlations
respecting the Territory of other Property belonging to the United States ; and nothing in
this Constitution shall be so construed as to
Prejudice any Claims of the United States, or of
any particular State.

The United States shall guarantee to every
State in this Union a Republican Form of Government, and shall protect each of them against
Invasion; and on Application of the Legisla-
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ture, or of the Executive (when the L;gislature
cannot be convened) against domestic Violence.
NOTE.

By the last clause of the third Section of this Article, it is declared that the power of Congress over the
territories of the United States shall not be construed
to the prejudice of any particular State. The South
has contended that, under this clause of the Constitution, Congress has no power to pass a law excluding
the property rights of any of. the States from the
tenitories belonging to the United States; and that
therefore slavery could not be excluded by act of
Congress. The South furthermore claims that, as, by
the old French law, slavery existed in all the territories of the L ouisiana purchase, and as such laws
were never repealed, slavery already exists t,here, and
must be of binding effect until repealed by the sovereign acts of States formed out of said territory. On
this subject the Constitution and the law are evidently
with the claim of the South. Such has always been
the doctrine of the supreme court and the democratic
party. The idea that Congress has a right to banish
the property mstitutions of the Southern States, from
the common territory of the United States is of a very
modern date, and is clearly in opposition to the Constitution.
I n this fotu'th Section it is declared that the Federal Government shall guarantee every State a,
Republican form of government. Mr. Lincoln and
his party have disreguarded this clause in even
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every Northern State. Almost a,ery attribute of a.
republican form of government have they swept away,
a'nd to the shame of the people of these States have
they submitted to a despotism more insulting than
the tyranny that has made Aushia and Turkey bywords among the free peoples of the earth.

ARTICLE V.
The Congress, whenever two thirds _of -both
H ouses shall deem it necessary;··shall p;~pose
Amendments to this Constitution, or, on the Application of the Legislatures of two-thirds of the
several States, shall call a Convention for pro•·
posing Amendments,·which, in either Case, shall
be valid to all Intents and Purposes, a.s Part of
this Constitution, when ·ratified by the Legislatures of three-fourths of the several States, or
by Conventions in three-fourths thereof, as the
one or the other mode ·of Ratification may be
proposed by the Congress ; Provided that no
Amendment which may be made prior to the
Year one thousand eight hundred and eight
sha11 in any Manner nffect the first and fourth
Clauses in the Ninth Section of the first Article ;
and that no State, without its consent, shall be
deprived of its equal Suffrage in the Senate.
NOTE.

!l'wo thirds of the States, not two thirds of the

veo-
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pl,e, can call a conve~tion. And so three quarters of
the States, not three quarters of the poop7.e, can alter
the Constitution. This is a further proof of the absolute sovereignty of the States. The power to alter or
abolish is in their hands as sovereign bodies, and not
in the hands of the people at large. The people at
large, as consolidated in a. national Government, are
no where recognized in this Constitution. There is
no such body politic known to this Constitution as
T he National Government. As shown in another
place, when. a resolution was offered in tho Constitutional CC>nvention, that " a national Government
ought to be formed," it was rejected, and a resolution
passed, to form a government of "the United Stales."
Ours is a government of Confederated States, of
States united voluntal"ily, for the benefit of the States,
and for no other purpose. The States which made
this Union, can unmake it, and form another, or remain apart as they wer e previous to the first Confederation, according to the form of proceeding provided for in this Fifth Article of the Constitution. A
Convention so called, would possess all the powers of
the original Convention that formed the Constitution. Many have earnestly m ged the propriety
of calling such o. convention to settle our unhappy
difficulties. Both the President and Congress
have usurped the powers which belong alone to
such a Convention. The issues which fanaticism
have forced upon the country, are beyond the lawful
reach of the Executive and Congress. They concern
the organic character of the Union, and can only be
properly dealt with by the original and unclelegated
powers of the States. Why has the Administration
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so bitterly and so spitefully rejected every proposition for the convention provided for in this article of
the Constitution? Do they £ear that such a convention would devise some plan to stop this horrible
shedding of blood, and restore the Union to the exact
basis on which it was originally formed? The malice
with which they pursue the advocates of a Constitutional Convention, is proof that they dare not submit the issues to the just and lawful authority of the
States so assembled in general convention, as provided for in this article.

-

SUPREMACY OF THE CONSTITUTION.
ARTI CLE VI.
1. All Debts contracted and Engagements

entered into, before the Adoption of this Constitution, shall be as valid against the United
States under this Constitution, as under the
Confederation.
2. This Constitution, and the Laws of the
United States which shall be made in Pursuance
thereof; and all Treaties made, or which shall
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be made, under the authority of the United
States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land ;
and the Judges in every State shall be bound
thereby, any thing in the Constitution or Laws
of any State to the contrary notwithstanding.
3, The Senators and Representatives before
mentioned, and the members of the several State
Legislatures, and all executive and judicial Offi.
cers, both of the United States and of the several States, shall be bound by Oath or Affirmation, to support this Constitution ; but no religious Tes t shall ever be required as a Qualifica•
tion to any Office or public Trust under the
United States.
NOTE.
The Constitution and all laws made in pursuance
thereof shall be the Supreme law of the land; that is,
they are supreme within their limits.
The Constitution is the paramount law of the land;
and cannot be altered by Congress, by the Executive,
nor by tho Sup1·eme Court, nor by any other power,
except that of the States which mado it. In this
sense it is supreme-to be obeyed by all. Congress,
the Supreme Court, and the President, derive all their
powers from the grant of the States contained in the
Constitution. An act of Congress not done in pursuance of or in agreement with the Constitution is
null. [See 8. Dallas R eport 399.J For the same
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reason nil orders or proclamations by the President
not authorized by the Constitution are binding upon
nobody. The original jurisdiction of the Supremo
Court can be neither abridged nor enlarged by an act
oi Congress, nor by any order from the Pi-esident,
because the Constitution is the supreme law. Neither
can the Constitution or laws of any of the States be
so altered as to conflict with the powers which the
States themselves "delegated " or "granted" in
the F ederal Constitution, for the "general wel;
fare." The States havo delegated the exercise of
certain powers to the Federal Government, to be used
for the general welfare of all the States, and by this
instrument or grant they bind themselves to take no
steps individually to exercise the powers which they
have commissioned the Federal Government to employ for the benefit of the whole. It isprecisely of the
nature of a compact between a number of individuals
who go into business together, and for the common
interest of the firm they Appoint a general agent, with
full powers to act in certain specified matters for the
firm, each agreeing not to act in those specified
matters except through the said general agent.
Such is the natw:e of this clause of the Constitution
in which the States bound themselves not to pass
laws conflicting with the powers which they mutually confided to the F ederal Government in the Constitution.
-·
_.,. --
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OF RATIFICATION.
ARTICLE VII.
The Ratmcation of the Conventions of nin~
States, shall be sufficient for the Establishment
<>f this Constitution between the States so ratifying the Same.
DoNE in Convention by the Unanimous consent of the States present the Seventeenth
Day of September, in the year of our Lord
one thousand seven hundred and Eightyseven and of the . Independence of the
United States of America the Twelfth. In
Witness whereof We have hereunto subscribed our Names
GEORGE WASHINGTON,
President, and deputy from Virginia.
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
JOHN LANGDON,

N.A.THANIEL

NICHOLAS GIIM.A.N.

MASSACHUSETTS.
GoRHAM, · RUFus Krno.
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00.r NECTICUT.
WM.

SAML. JOHNSON,

ROGER SHERMAN.

NEW YORK.
ALEXANDER H AMILTON,

NEW J ERSEY.
WJL. L IVINGSTON,
WM, p ATERSON,

D AVID B REARLEY,

J.

D AYTON.

PENNSYLVANIA.
B.

THOMAS MIFFLIN,

FRANKLIN,

R oBERT

Mo&Rrs,

GEORGE CLYMER,

THOM.AS l!ITZSIMONS,

J ARED I NGERSOLL,

J AMES W ILSON,

G OUVERNEUR MORRIS.

DELAWARE.
GEORGE R EAD,

GUNNING B EDFORD, J R.,

J ORN D IOKINSON 1

R IOIIARD B ASSETT,

J ACOB BROOM.

MARYL AND.
J .AMFB M ' H ENRY,

DANIEL 0.ABROL.

[IFER,

D AN. OF ST. T HOS. J EN-

VIRGINIA.

J.

BLAIR,

J AMES MADISON,

JB,
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NORTH CAROLINA.
W ILLIAM BLOUNT,

R rcH'n

Donns

SPAIGHT,

H UGH W ILLIAMSON.

SOUTH CAROLIN.A..
J OHN R UTLE DGE,

C HARLES C. P INCKNEY,

C H ARLES P INCKNEY,

P IERCE B UTLER.

GEORGIA.
W ILLIAM FEw ,

A ttest :

A BRAHAM B ALDWIN,

WILLIAM JACKSON,
Secretary.
NOTE.

It was first resolved that "if seven S tates, whose
votes in the first"branch should amount to a majority
of the representation in that branch, conclll' in the
adoption of the system, it should be sufficient."
This proposition met with a decided opposition from
Luther Martin and others, on the ground that a minority of States could not be bound by the action of
a majority in forming or disclosing a Constitution~
" that, in originally forming a Constitution, it was
necessary that every individual should agrne to it, to
become bound thei-eby; and that when once adopted,
it could not be dissolved without the conse:o.t of every
individual wI:o was party to the original agreement."
This line of 1·emark was adopted by those who
'\Vere really opposed to the new Constitution. The
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Union of these States was first formed in 1778, by
the adoption of Articles of Confederation between
the thirteen Colonies. The 1st article of this Confederation declared, "The style of this Confederacy
shall be, THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA." And the
closing paragraph of these articles sets forth that,
"the articles thereof shall be inviolably observed by
the States we respectively represent, and that the
Union shall be perpetuoL" It lasted just ten years,
when nine States seceded by adopting our present
Constitution. In opposing this dissolution of the
Union made under the articles of Confederation,
Luther Martin sa,id-" It is a part of the compact
made and entered into, iu the most solemn manner,
that there should be no dissolution or alteration of
the Federal Government, without the consent of
every State, the members of and parties to, the original compact ; that, therefore, no alteration could be
made by a consent of a part of these States, which
would either 1·elease the States so consenting from
the obligation they are under to the other States, or
which would in any manner become obligatory upon
those States that should not ratify such alterations.'
The decided stand taken by Mr. Martin and seconded
by other powerful names, led to the adoption of the
plan of this la~t article, that the 1·atifi.cation of the
new Constitution by nine States should be sufficient
for the formation of a new U nion "between the States
so ratifying the same." States refusing to ratify the
new Constitution, were neither bound by it nor by
any acts of the new Congress. They remained to all
intents what they we1·e before the Union was formed.
It was a long time before North Carolina and Rhode
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I sland adopted the Constitution. Eleven States had
seceded from tho old Union and entered into a new
compact. To this new Union, these TWO non-ratifying States were, in. all particulars, as foreign countries, and were so regarded and so treated, until they
adopted the new articles of compact. It was the
right of sovereign States to accept or reject this Constitution. There was not a man then in the whole
country who had the hardihood to declare that a minority of the States should be coerced into a Union
with tho majority. The Union was formed, as we
have s&en, upon the voluntary basis, and any attempt
made to change it to an involuntary basis, would tend
to suhrnrt and destroy, not only the form, but also
tho p1·incip"les of government esta.b1ished by our
fathers. It would be a war upon liberty. A war
ul)on the sacred principle of self-government.

\

AMENDMENTS.

TO THE CONSTITUTION OF TIIE UNITED STATES, RATI·
FIED ACCORDING TO THE PROVISIONS 0 1<' THE
FIFTH ARTICLE OF TIIEFOREOOING CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I.
Congress shall make no law respecting an es-
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tau1ishment of r eligion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof ; or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the
Government for a redress of grievances.
NOTE.

The amendments to the Constitution may be regardedas pru:taking of the character of a Bill of Rights.
The extreme jealousy of the people, who had just
come out of a prolonged and bloody struggle for
the establishment of their independence and freedom,
made them hesitate to adopt the Constitution until
they had every guarantee that it could never be consfrued to impal't powers to the general go,ernment
which might one day be turned against the States.
When the Con,ention of Massachusetts ratified the
Constitution, they snggestod nine amendments to it,
for the following reason :
"And it is the opinion of this convention, that certain amendments and alterations in the Constitution,
would remove the fears, and qitiet the apprehensions of
many of the good, tpe,0pl.e of this commonwealth, and more
~ect1,ally guard against any undue administration of tlze
/ede1·ol, gove1·nment, the convention do therefore recommend, that the following alterations and provisions be introduced into the said Constitution."
It was to guard against the imdue administration of
the federal government that the amendments were
recommended. Among these recommendations was
the one embraced in Article tenth of these amend-
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ments. All the States evinced the same solicitude in
relatio11 to the danger of the federal government attempting to exercise powers not granted in the Constitution.
The perfect right of self-government, or of State
Government was a great and absorbing object with
those who framed and with those who accepted the
federal Constitution.
The first sentence, however, in the Article First of
these amendments, forbiding Congress to make any
law respecting religion, gave much offence to a very
great number of the clergy. They declared that this
Article "voted God out of the Constitution."
The freedom of speech and of the press guaranteed
in this Article is a right so sacred that none but the
most desperate or reckless of tyrants has dared to
destroy it. To deny a man this freedom, is to attempt the subjugation of his mental life. None but
a demoralized and debased people ever submitted to
an abridgement of this right. In the old republics
of Greece, thought and speech were always free.
Words, were revenged only by words. It is for this
reason that the literature of Greece is so full of force,
nobility, and genius. And Greece gave these great
lessons of freedom to the Roman R epublic. The
laws of Rome only restrained dee,ds. Writing
and speaking were free, even for a long time after
the Republic fell. Cresar permitted the largest liberty of speaking and writing. Even his own soldiers
sung the most revolting scandals about him up and
down the lines of the army without punishment.
His successor, Augustus, was equally tolerant of the
:utmost liberty of speaking and writing. Said he,
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,, L et us not punish words but de,eds. Let nll men's
words be free." Even Tiberius declared : "in a free
State, speech and thought, word and feeling must be
n:ee." Such was the character of the Roman people
at that time, that their rulers were forced to yield
gracefully this boon of free speech. None but
a depraved people will long consent to the loss of
this freedom. The freedom of the press in England
has been in one way and another guarantied ever
since the reign of William III. But it has often had
to struggle hard against the arbitrary power of corrupt 111lers. Sinco the election of Mr. Lincoln, the
freedom of speech and of the press in th.is country
has depended entirely upon the caprice of the President, or the whim or malice of his Secretaries, Provost Marshals, and Generals. There has been a
total disregard and contempt of this Article of the
Constitution. The excuses that have been made for
the violation of the organic law of the land are precisely such as are always made by usurpers and
tyrants for similar deeds. H ow unaccountably have
the people submitted I It looks as though some foul
fiend had bewitched the public. When the President
threw away his oath of office, the people seem also to
have thrown away their manhood. Congress has
passed several acts designed to destroy tho virtue of
this .Ai·ticle. But as all acts of Congress done in violation of the Constitution are nul and void ; these acts
are not laws. The Constitution is the supreme law.
To that let the people hold fast, and by that let them
judge of the character a,nd deserts of those in office.
Men have been seized even in New York for having
had a respectful petition to Congress found in their
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possession. Public assemblies of peaceable and"iaw
a.biding citizens have been dispersed in alinost every;
State by the bayonets of soldiers, acting by the order
of provost marshals, who receive the inspiration of
their lawless deeds from. .the fountain head at :Washington.

ARTICLE_II.
,A well regulated Militia, oeing necessary to
the security of a free State, the right pf the peo-:
ple to k eep and bear Arms, shall not J:>e_in-·
fringed
NOTE.

In his comments on this Article, Chief Justice
Story says-" One of the ordinary modes, by which
tyrants accomplish their purposes, is, by disarming
the people, and making it an offence to keep arms,
and by substituting a regular army in the stead of the
militia. The friends of a free government cannot be
too watchful to overcome the dangerous tendency of
the public mind to sacrifice, for the sake of mere private convenience, this powerful check upon the designs of ambitious men. * * The militia is the
natural defence of a free country against sudden foreign invasions, domestic inswTections, and domestic
usurpations of power blJ rul.ers." The present administration has violated this article of the Constitution in every particular. It has, in a great many
instances, disarmed the people by forcibly entering
their houses and seizing their arms of every descrip-
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tion, It has sent overwhelming numbers of United
States soldiers into peaceable and law-abiding communities, to overawe the people, and render the militia
ineffectual for the preserva-tion of the peace and the
protection of the citizens. In a word, it has substituted United States soldiery for the militia. It is said
t.bat there are at the present time (March 1864) over
twenty thousand United States troops regularly stationed in the city of New York. The Governor, to
his shame be it spoken, makes no protest against this
invasion of the State on the part of the F ederal Administration. The city of New York is virtually under military law. If the General commanding these
troops does not plunge every citizen into a bastile, it
is only because it ,does not suit his whim or caprice
of the moment. : The same power by which he
_seizes ·one, menaces the liberty of cill. The pres·ence of such a United States force uninvited by the
State Executive, is a violation of both the Federal
and State Constitutions, and ought not to be submitted to a single hour by the authorities of the State.
.'Die-militia is the only milita1·y force the laws allow
in a State, unless United States troops are sent there
in response to the call of the Governor or liegislature
of the State. Again, Congress has passed an act (the
·conscription) which tends to annihilate the State
.Militia to such an extent as to leave the States com·pletely at the mercy of the Federal army. All these
'acts are revolutionary, and violative of the Con,stitu•
:tiori. This Second Article ·of the Amendments, is a.
?-'estriction upon the powers of Congress, and which
_is. contumaciously disregarded in the Act here re-1ferred to.
·
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ARTI CLE III.
_No Soldier shall, m time of peace be quartered in any house, without the consent of the
Owner, nor in time of war, but in a manner to
be pr~scribed by law:"
NOTE.
The idea, that in time of war soldiers may be used
to·violate the laws of the land is effectually answered
by this Article. I n a free country soldiers are never
to bo used except "in a manner prescribed by law,"
much less are they to be used to violate the organic
laws of the land. This .Ai·ticle of the Constitution
has been not only d.isreguarded, but it has been violated by the Administration in a most cruel and de-.,
spotic manner, in every one of the bprder States. Its
violations in those States, is, as a principle just as
·b ad as its violation in every State would be. The
fate of one may be the fate of all. There are pol'tions
of the States of Missomi and Kentucky, where the
property of faw-abiding citizens has been entirely destroyed during this wai·. But itis said theywero sus-'
pected of having sympathies with the South. If they
had, it was not a crime by the laws of this counti-y.'
And even if H had been a ·crime, soldiers are not the ·
judges of the laws. They are to be employed only
"in a manner prescribed by law." The law is l'aramount, and soldiers can be used only in its just and
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faithful execution. The using of them for any other
purpose, or in any other manner is a high crime on
the part of all concerned in the transactions.

ARTICLE IV:
The right of the people to be secure in their
persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures> shall not b e
violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon
probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be
searched, and the persons or things to be seized.
NOTE.

By this Article, all general warrants for searching
or seizing persons, property, or papers, without particularly describing the object of the process, and the
person and plea to be searched, is made unconstitutional. The arbitrary and tyrannical use of genera
warrants, was one of the complaints of our fathers
against the government of Great Britain ; and it was
their design in this Constitution, to seoure themselves
and their children for all time against such abuses of
power. The provisions of this Article are : 1st, That
no searches or seizures shall be made upon the people in consequence of mere rumor, or unfounded suspicions. 2d, That even where there a.re good and
sufficient grounds to suspect either an accomplished
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or an intended wrong, no search or seizure can be
made without a warrant, definitely setting forth the
parties and places to be searched. 3d, No warrant
can be issued to seize a person or search a place, except on the oath or affirmation of parties knoiuing the
existence of wrong. In all these particulars, the
present Administration has violated this Article in
man.y instances. Peaceable and unoffending citizens have been searched and seized without the
oa.th and warrant here prescribed.

ARTICLE V.
No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a
presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury,
except in cases arising in the land or naval
forces, or in the Militia, when in actual service
ia time of War or public danger; nor shall any
person be . , bject for the same offence to be
twice put in jeopardy of life or limb ; nor shall
be compelled in any Criminal Case to .be a witness against himself, n?r be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law;
nor shall private property be taken for public
use, without just compensation.
NOTE.

The important guarantees of this Article are i 1st., .

i
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That no person who is not in tho land or naval service, or in the militia in actual service shall be helcl to
answerf o~· any cr-ime "roxept onpresentment or indictment
of a Grand, Jury." Thus an order from Mr. Stanton,
from Mr. Seward, or any other high official, to seize a
man, who is not in the army or navy, is of no more
binding effect than such an order would be from the
poorest negro in the land. A party not in the
military or naval service, is under no more obligations
to respect such an order than if it came from the subterranean den of a bandit. Such is the law. Any
party attempting to seize the person of another on
such an order, or without the order of some civil
court, is liable to be punished on the spot, in any
manner which the assailed party believes to be neces.
sary for his pereonal safety, and may afterwards be
prosecuted both in a civil and criminal suit. 2. Every
man is here gnaranteed against the loss of liberty or
property, without due process of law. This clause is a
restriction not only upon the n.uthorized administrators of the laws, but more especially upon Congress
-forbidding them to entrust power over the liberties,
property 01· lives of the citizens to milibn-y officers in
command, and also forbidding them to confiscate the
estates of individuals without the formality of trial
"by due process of law." The object of the clause is
to rescue a man from the loss of his property by unprincipled acta of legislation. The Confiscation blll,
passed by the last Congress, is clearly a violation of
this clause ol the Constitution, since it confiscates
property " without due process, and without trial in tJ:ie
civil courts according to the forms of law in such
cases provided. Congress is here restrained from
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passing all such acts. Property seized by this act
is no more legally seized than if it were stolen by the
soldiers for their own private benefit. I t is plunder
'in either case.

ARTICLE VI.

In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall

enjoy the right to a speedy and public tria1, by
an impartial jury of the State and district
wherein the crime shall have been committed,
which district shall have been previously ascertained by law, and to be informed of the nature
and cause of the accusation against him ; to have
compulsory process for obtaining Witnesses in
his favor, and to have the Assistance of Counsel
for his defence,
NOTE.

In this short Article there are not less than nine
safeguards to the rights and personal security of the
citizens. 1. In all criminal cases, the accused is
guaranteed a spe,edy trial. 2. H is trial is to be public. 3. It is to be an impartial jury. 4. The trial is
to be in tho Slate and district where the crime was
committed. 5. This district shall be previously ascertained by law. 6. The accused is to be informed or
the accusation against liirn. 8. H o is to have process
to obtain witness in ldsfavo1·. 9 Ho is to have the assistance of counsel in his clefence. Mr. Lincoln has, in
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a. g1:eat many instances, violated this Article of the
Constitution in all these particulars. He has denied
his ,ictims a speedy trial, but has kept them incarcerated in vermin-infested dungeons for weary months,
and even years, without any sort of trial, contrary to
the Constitution.
H e has, even when he consented to allow a trial,
refused it to be public, but has conducted it in secret
without allowing the accused to be present, contrary
to the Consci.tution.
H e has refused them trial by impartial jury, but
ha-s tried them by partial and irresponsible commissions, contrary to the Constitution.
He has dragged them away from their own State
and district, far off into distant States, to imprison
and try them, contrary to the Constitution.
H e has refused to inform his victims of the naturo
of the accu.ea.tion against them, but has maintained a
vicious silence to all their entrnatiea to know what
they were accused of, contrary to the Constitution.
He has refused to confront them with the witnesses
against them, contrary to the Constitution.
H e has refused all process to obtain witnesses in
their fa,or, contrary to the Constitution.
He has refused to allow them counsel for their defence ; but has caused orders to bo read in hi-s bastiles, to the effect that " if any prisoner attempted to
obtain counsel, it would be regarded a cause for further detention."
1
If these things had been done in Austria or in
Turkey, we should havo thought them monstrous;
but here, in this land of boasted freedom, they are
abominable beyond human imaginntion. Surely it is
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not a wonder that those who have been guilty of these
crimes, are opposed to "the Constitution as it ls;" for,
if that Constitution is not destroyed, the doom of the
felon fixeclly sta1·es them in the face. There is not a
district in the United States through which they can
pass, without confronting victims to whom the law
gives the right of arresting them by both criminal
and civil process. This Constitution was made for
the purpose of punishing all such violations of right
and liberty.

ARTICLE VII.

In suits at common law, wher_e the yalue (n
controversy shill exceed twenty dollars, tli~
right of trial by jury shall be preserved, anc1 no
fact tried by a jury shall be· otherwise reexamined in any Cour t of the United States.
than according to rules of the common la,;-,.
ARTICLE VITI.
Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual
punishments inflicted.
NOYE.
No excessive fines nor cruel and unusual punish~
lll.ents are allowed by this Constitution. As it is not
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stated what are excessive fines and unusual punishments,
we must construe them to be such as would violate
the general spirit and character of this Constitution,
which was formed, among other things, for the protection of the weak from the unjust power of the
strong. Even the criminal has her rights, and is not
to be touched, except according to law. Excessive
fines and unusual punishments are forbidden. For
instance, if a man is guilty of the crime of theft, he
can not be stript of all his property, and his family
beggared and made wretched thereby. Or if he commits murder, the State can not take possession of all
his property, and thereby drive his family to starvation or pauperism. If Congress were to pass an act
to confiscate the property of every murderer, so as to
deprive his family of the benefit of it, such act would
be null, being unconstitutional. The property of a
traitor can not be confiscated for a longer period than
his own life. At his death it goes to his family or
heirs, and any act of Congress to the contrary, would
be null. Bail in every shape has been refused. Confiscation of all the property of the accused has taken
place; and much cruelty has been practiced against
political prisoners who have been immured in forti~
:fication prisons, away from home and kindred.

ARTICLE IX.
The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or
disparage others retained by the people.
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NOTE.

Chief Justice Story says that, "The object of this
clause is t.o get rid of a very common but perverse
misapplication of a known maxim, that an affirmation
of o. power in particular cases, implies a negation of
it in all other cases." This Ninth Article of the
Amendments, is another proof of the extreme jealousy
of the States that the Federal Government might, at
the instance of a usurping President or a recreant
Congress, sometime attempt the exercise of powers
not granted in the Constitution. Our fathers supposed that they had, in these Amendments, rendered
it impossible for the Federal Government to misunderstand its powers. And so they had. It is impossible to believe that the violations of the Constitution
by this Administration are the result of misunderstanding; they come from a deliberate and settled
determination to destroy the Constitution and subvert the sovereignty of the States. The position of
the Administration is an erro1·, it is a crime.

ARTICLE X.
The power not delegated to the United
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it
to the States, are reser ved to the States respectively, or to the people. '
NOTE.

This Amendment simply follows out, or re-affirms
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the object of the preceding. It :fixes the rule by
which the Constitution shall be interpreted. If, at
any time, a doubt arises as to the powers of tlre Federal Government in any case, all that is necessary to
determine the matter, is to recur to the Constitution
and see if the subject matter was delegated to the
Government of the United States, or not. For instance, the Federal Congress has passed a conscription act which puts the service and life of every citizen between certain ages, into the hands of the
President without the consent of the State to which ·
he belongs. Now, if we turn to the Constitution, we
£nd that the States never delegated such a power to
the Federal Government. Every man thus seized, is
kidnap ped, in the eye of the law, and if the com·ts and
laws are ever restored to their old Constitutional
foundations, they may arrest or prosecute all the partiesconcerned in their abduction. The President, and
every Provost Marshal or other officer engaged in
executing this act, are liable in damages to all the
persons thus seized by them and dragged from their
business and their homes. A power not delegated to
the Federal Government in the Constitution, belongs
to the States or the people; and whoever attempts to
enforce in the name of the F ederal Government an
undelegated power, is liable to punishment.

.ARTICLE XI.
The Judicial power of the United States shall
not be construed to extend to any suit in law or
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equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of
the United States by Citizens of another State,
or by Citizens or Subjects of any Foreign State.
NOTE.

This article sets bounds to the Supreme Court of
the United States. Commenting on this Article,
Judge Upshur says-" It will be conceded on all
hands that the Federal Courts have no jurisdiction
except what is here conferred. The J udiciary, as a
part of the Federal Government, derives its powers
only from the Constitution which creates that Government." Hence it is evident that the Federal
Coui·ts have jurisdiction, only over such matters as
were delegated to the Federal Government by the
States ; over all other matters, the Sta.te Courts retain
jurisdiction. Judge Upshur further says-" There is
no part of the Constitution in which the framers of it
have displayed a more jealous care of the rights of
the States, than in the limitations of judicial power.
It is remarkable that no power is conferred, except
what is absolutely necessary to carry into effect the
general design, and accomplish the general object of
the States, as independent Confederated States. The
federal tribunals cannot take cognizance of any case
whatever, in which all the States have not an equal
and common interest that a just and imJ?artial decision shall be had." The rule is that the decisions
of the Supreme Court of the United States, are final
in all cases in which the subject matter was delegated
to the Federal Government by the States ; and the
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decisions of the supreme judicial authority of the
States, are final over all cases in which the subject
matter was retained by the States. For instance-this Congress has passed an act abolishing slavery in
the States ; but the Supreme Court cannot pronounco
such an act constitutional, because it has no juri£•
diction over the question, as the subject matter is not
found among the delegated powers of Congress. I n
this matter the decisions of the S ~ate Courts are final ,
and it is competent for them to pass and execute sentence upon the P resident, and all parties engaged in
the business of freeing slaves. The late act o.f- Congress, 1·emoving certain cases from the Stats Courts
to the Federal Courts, the same being cases in which
the subject matter was never delegated to the Federal
Government, is a gross violation of the Constitution,
and every State judge who has acquiesced in such a
proceeding, has rendered himself liable to impeachment by the legislature of his State. Such action on
the part of the State judges, must be charged to corruption, because it must b.e evident to every judge
that, as the original jurisdiction of the Federal Courts
is fixed by the Constitution, it cannot be lessened nor
enlarged by Congress.

ARTICLE

xn.

The electors shall meet in their r espective
States, and vote by ballot for President and
Vice-President, one of whom, at least, shall not
be an inhabitant of the same State with them-
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selves ; they shall name in their ballots the
person voted for as President, and in distinct
ballots the person voted for as Vice-President,
and they shall mnke distinct lists of all persons
voteu for as President, and of all p ersons voted
for as Vice-President, and of the number of votes
for each, which lists they shall sign and certi(t,
and transmit sealed to the seat of the Government of the United States, directed to the President of the Senate ;-the President of the
Senate shall, in the presence of the Senate and
House of Representatives, open all the certificates, and the votes shall then be counted ;- the
person having the greatest number of votes for
President sball be the President, if such numbers be a majority of the whole number of
electors appointed ; and if no person have such
majority, then from the persons having the highest 11 umbers not exceeding three on the list of
those voted for ns President, the House of R epre...:entafo·es shall choose immediately, by ballot
the P resident. But in choosing the President,
the votes shall be taken by States, the representation from each State having one vote; a quorum for this pul'pose shall consist of a member
or members from two-thirds of the States, and a
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majority of all the States shaU be necessary to a
choice. And if the H ouse of Representatives
shall not choose a President whenever the right
of choice shall devolve upon them, before the
fourth day of March next following, then the
Vice-President shall act as President,, as in tbe
case of the death or other constitutional disability of the President. The person having t ]Je
greatest number of Yotes as Vice-President, shall
be the Vice-President, if such number be a majority of the whole number of electors appointed,
and if no p erson have a majority, then from the
two highest numbers on the list, the Senate shall
choose the Vice-President; a quorum for the
purpose shall consist of two-thirds of the whole
number of Senators, and a majority of the whole
number shall be necessary to a choice. But no
person constitutionally ineligible to the office of
P resident shall be eligible to that of VicePresident of the United States.

CONCLUDING REMARKS.

Whoever studies this Constitution candidly will be
impressed with the enormity of the Cl'imes of the
present administration, not only in assuming powers
not delegated, but even in extending an? perverling
those which were. It should be 1·ealized that the
destruction of this Constitution, oanies with it the
destruction of the Union. Thel'e is no Union except
as formed by the Constitution. Those who are not
in favor of this Constitution just as it is, in all particul.ars, are opposed to the Union. The effort to enforce
the abstract opinions of one section, against the Constitutional rights of the other is an act of disunion, inasmuch as it breaks the only bond of which the Union
was formed.
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·Tho Lincoln Catechism,
WEEBEIN TJtl

Eccentric!ties and Beauties of Despotism
.Are fully set fortli, being a complete Gulde to the Presidential
.

.

Election of 1864. Price 15 Cents. Post Free.

Abraham Africanus I.
:Mysteries of the White House,
Diabolism-Seward, Necromancer-Lincolti in the Tranee-Re-

veals his Secret History. Price 15 Cents. Post Free.

SONGS & BALLADS OF FREEDOM,
Inspired by the Incidents and Scenes of this present War, being
the finest collection of Songs ever published. Prioe 15 Cents,
Per dozen Sl.50. Postage free.
$10,00 PEil 1<00,

J. F. FEEKS, Publ~her,
26 Ann St. li. Y•

f

..,
OR,

HU1',,10 RS OF UN CLH ABE .
"'l'lwt rc111i11d., ,,u of a J.itt/, Story."

BY ANDREW ADDERUP, SPRINGFIELD, ILL.
CONTEN'l 'S .
ln~oloolary Blork Republic..n
Wroug l'ig b} the t•nr,

WhC'rfl dOt-8 Ohl ,\bi" J..mooln

Too I.it• r,tl 01',-.tu·m•c.
Ho,\ l"nc~ Alw hh.

F,l\\

11,.,,

I'. P. P.

Rnlt:UJNl ror n rat jokC'.
:--·1at<- lhm-.:i• 11t1·1u-J.. ,, 1Lh Wh1,.~1•r}' ,
(;r.q,hi1·, hut tn,e.
A Jmli;:-i" of th, P,~t Office.
11111 au J11th·rl11I,
ll,1v. .\lw ..,ol lil• :-•uhri'luet~
1 JI Ukti ~n. 11 too.
A ~••n•re H••tmt.
Jl1l1I nll llll' 1'i11u• tl1<-rf' wns
('11uhl ~ta111l it lor r~ nay 01· Two.
Not thP w11r1t. ,,f it.
Arrrnllrt•tl (•II ~llhtairt".

(4111ldn'l m·,L.1• a .,r ...Jd<-nt,~l rl 1.,r

l'oultJu·t
it m llul l,1 ht
Too tuo~h for 1111• f?t•ll4 Is.
Mu· he1,-..~u l>) nu lllui:;tratiou,

Tl,

Lincoln.

A C:n,u•ful J•ht lb.Utr.
A ><-rl<""' Jr,ke.
fl'.'{ tlm ,!al4'.

A Hi\"UI lo l~nrle Ahi•
r1U"ll1 Ah""'~ ,-~t11mttA• of IIIP ~<-nnt~.
\lrn:u h1• J.:(10J, for :-;Otllf'thmc:
Aplly 131d
l..h1k11111.111 &Ohl rheap.
rndc ,\h~ n~ !\ 11ilol.
l'oc-Jf' .Ahe·:--; ,·alcut,uc.
\ly \l,,ry Ann.
Um·l<" :\h1•'s Honor.
Snink,1 thn.t.

A ~ullki4'1lt. Hr-a.Jon.

Ton lk•·r

l 'n, I~ .Abt'"'"" fi~t ~ll("("th
1 licfo .\ht ·... ~, ...mu~
.\ llOMl1•rR tlwur) ul tl,o W:lr,

!\11-'r• r \l.,llu•UJalirx.
A Jluu1ly Faculty.
llnt·lt•
on timr.

Ao Acre of fo'Wht.
Uudo.Ahe v!il. u~·i-t.-.n.
l-:,1{}' l,lli:\u B11ak•1 ·~t-1r,r.
\\.'hy Abe ma414 u Urigadier.
l'ude Abu puzzft.,.1.

A !-lur~ tk1t ha!< 110 rNnintlt r.
lb. 1t g111 out.''

0

t·1i1·h• .\IH•.

l hd•• Abe d1nJr,I
a q11('£.t1110.
Tru..·tl for ~ca.r1111.! tho girls.
Th:mk: God ror the' ~:l":O-l•ugni,r.
\\faF:11 •1, murd4•r afl,•r uU.
.hN.' Rt>cd'8 ~h1h, l11mt,
llaM 110 ioUU('Un• \\ Ith the Admiu1
A Touching J11n1h·11t.
A l.mcoln Afan J:tuc.kc,\.
A c~,m1arbon.

,r~

lkt..,h\.. )Un,:-.

lrntloo.

Tfh:rc•sc1H1tJ"'h for all.
lfakiug a Prt'f.1d1•r1t..
Unclu Abo bo1u1 or t.hP Ql.binrt.
endo l'rtC'r nu Lw ri~hl's Wo1Hl<'r.
l'uclf'I A 00 a ~lml:- p, riao.
The runuinr $kk111'8."'How· to g\.'I. ri•I of ra.l.8.
A l)ulpablc ap1tlka.11i.o.

t:ncle Abe OU IIJ<> WI, ky Que•tiOD.

12mo., Illustrated, 100 Pnges.

into rAr1t1~rfl11p.
A Jlr) fJr(,p.
t·u4'1t.• .Ahl'.' nc: n Ph_p,:if11:111111. t,
r11d,· .\t~ 1,:111(1<.

Cu11n1•ll• ,. i • ..-\h~ILlfl.

l"nl"I" Aht• p.1!-"Sing couutflrft•it money,
.Ab11 \ \ h1•11 a bor
A rurn1 uf ou•:rn·~.

Hrwh• .\h•! ~(hool ~111wrint,.,1,l1•nt.
\'o.lm: of a

n..1tt1l:1Uou,

lh•ln·t lrlw Hit.• 11a111e
T44-kc• .n, ar tl1t• ft.1\\ I!-!.
l"nc-11• Ah,: \\CII ft•d.
Jl1L nt A111ietatu.
A J'oor Cl'op.
lln1uly lo t·a~<' or i"Tilf'rS(f'DCir$,
Yalu..: or a rc.·put:,t1un,
!:11d'-' AlN.t':,1 Good Bye.
Ctn:J,, Al>tJ's latt.

l'~per 25 Cents; Cloth 50 Cents

For snle by nil Booksellers nml ~cwsdealers. Addre:ss:

J. F, FEEKS, Publisher, 26 Ann St., N. Y.

